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ABSTRACT'
A four -year study by the. Bay Area Writing Project was

conducted to determine the writing competency of inners city secondary
school students on proficiency tests. To determine whether patterns
among secondary students. reflected developmental trends, the study
also examined samples of student writing from grades 4 through 12,
for the years 1978, 1§80, and 1981.,The study concluded that the
essays at the four levels of writing competency, contained four
underlying speech events: (1) encoding, (2) conversations, (3) ,

presentations, and (4) eXpositions.,Based on the theory of underlying
speech events, which provides a tai. of understanding the problems of
students who are attempting to move from one competency level to
another, the study'suggested fluency, focus, and faro as three
primary problems for students as they Move from low to high
competency levels. (Writing samples are included in the body of the,
report, and appendixes include an example.of coded copy of student
writing during a videotape session, rankings of anchor- or prototype
papers by national sample, examples of coding sheets, samples of .the
anchor- or prototype paperg, and a ten-page bibliography.) (HTH)
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XIK1'1ZACT

"The Speech Events Underlying Wiltten Composition".

r By Miles Myers

F

Kris loin. year study of writing in innt,r-ci ty schools, including
three years of data collect: ion and one year of data anadysis,
investigated the writ ing competency of secondary students in,
proficiency examinations. To determine whether pat.teni among
secondary students reflected develOpmental trends, the study also
OXi1111 !led Sang) les of student' Writing from grades 4 through 12... The.

study cOncluded that the essays at four leveP of wriling competency
had four underlying speech events: (1) encoding, (2) conversat iclns,

(3) 'presentation,s, and (4)' expositions. The theory of underlying
speech evens 'prov.ides.a way for ruiderstanding ths problems of
students who are atteopting to move from one competency level to

Aele another. Three problems ..seem primary as students move from 'low

tot high competency levels: (I) fluency, (2) focus and (3) forin.
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CUAEILE 1: ,Hhai_aLt img1.5 Qt ,c1mRcitncx?

The central cpncern of the present study will be

to specify the'levels of competency in school writing.
and this is part of the larger question. of what peRple
are 'doing when they leArn to write. To answer this
question, previous writing research has used three dif-
ferent units of analysis and three different.def,ini-

tions of competency--1 inguistic,.coenitive, and Commun
icative. In linguistic competency, the emphasis i1--on

the internal structure of various grammatical levels
(Chomsky, 1965) or the internal structure of texts
(Christensen, 1967). In schools, this definition often
becomes a question of whether a student can'write this
or that sentence or paragraph. In cognitive com-
petency, on the other hand, the emphasis is on the men-..
tal frames (Minsky; 197), schemes (Piacief* 1971) or

operators and executive schemes (Pascual-Leone, 197/4),
which enable the student to solve a problem or learn

language. In schools this definition of to becomes a
-question of what strategies to use to learh a task.

For example..students al4e. sometimes (aught to exemine
Questions at ,the, end of a chapter inorder to evelop

an appeppriate executive scheme 'or plan for reA(ing.'

, Finally, in communicative or sociolinguistic com-
petency., the emphasis, is on the roles which speakers
ond listeners -assume in a given situation (Garfinkle,
1967; Cicourel,-1973;. Hymes, 1974). ' In schools', this
definition of competency often takes the form of learn-

ing to write to difference audiences.

In writing research, each ofAltiese.Ihree ways of
'defining language competency tends to feature different
units of analysis: the written form, the pfocedures bf
the composing process. and the rhetorical relationships,
in the writing episode. In studie5'.of written forms,
the researeber examines the form of particular sen.-

. tencesk paragraphs. or p-atterns of organization. One

of the earliest of these studies sampled 10,000 fens
tences from the writing of children and adults and
found that the number ,of complex sentences increases
from fourth grade through college (Storz apd O1Shea, oft

1924). In studies of the composing proceSs, on the

other hand, the researcher examines tilt proce_dures of

'writers at work. When Graves (1975) reviewed the
number of studies which examined the writing process,
he found that only two studies "seem to have invclved

the actual observation of the behaviors of writers
while they arg in the process of writihe" (p. 227).
Those tmo were the studies'of Fmig (1969) .and Holstein

(1970). In the third aeeaf the study of rhetorical
relationships, the researcher examines, among other
things, whether writers demonstrate audience awareness'

cr fLexibilii:y. In one such study, Shatz and Celmar

1
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(1973) found that young children could tune their-

1111
lallguage output to suit different audiences.

Each of these definitions of competency describesthe, writing task with a different emphasis, oneemphasizing sentence and text form, another emphasizing
processing strategies, and another .calling attention tothe audience situation. The central hypothesis of thepresent study is that students at different levels ofcompetency in school writing may have problems in dif-ferent areas of competency and that these levels mayshow developmental trends. The04uest;on is what arehe\se different levels? The investigation of sufh aquestiqn will 'require different kinds of data fromseveral different years. and grades.

R
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This present study's first hypothesis is that somestudents fail to a minimum level of writing competency'becauste these students have not automatized basic cognitive and motor skill's, causing fhese students tohreak their ,writing flow into units smaller than thosefound in the writing flow at other levels and 1c allo-cate their limited timeato such, matters as hanowritinn,
spelling, capitals, and so fort6,4 These units of
language, cal lest "idea units" (Chafe, 19E0, Kroll,1977) or ,"information units" (Halliday, 14(17),,are
indicators of the flow of thought:

one of the worthwhile questions that can be"
aV(ed about language is how it follows, and
at_ the same time infiliences a speaker's train
of thought, and how--as it moves forward,
itself--it provides clues as to the nature of
the thought processes which lir behind it
(Chafe, 1979, p. 2).

Coding the language units1or written product is,therefore, one way of studying the cognitive strateciesof writers. Three other ways are immediate obseeva-
tiono.self-report, and video-tape ceding. For' reasonsto ba discussed later, this present study will use Lothr)roduct coding and video-tape codinr to desCrihe
differences in flow of thought at different levels ,ofwriting competency. .No other study using product ccd-,ino and video-tapes has examined the writiala flow 'of
secondary students at different levels of writinc tem-petency. Matsuhashi (1979) studied four good hich
school writers, and Piankc (1979) stqdled twocrcups' ofcommunity collene students, lqe grYoup called remeeialand the other group called traditional) Matsuhashi
studied the actual flow of the ,,wrong, Fut Piankc did,not, Pianko counted the numb4r of pauses inn a writingepisode, but (id not have agdirect record of hew long ghtthe pauses were.

1%.
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The second hypbthesis gdiding this study is that
some 'students fail too reachothe district's 'Minimum
level of writing competency because these students,
although they have learned many of the bask cconitive
skills, have'not learned to use appropriate COMUlliCii-
tive or sociolinguistic strategies. .These strategies
are interactional and prototypical. The interaction
quality of communicative competence has teen character-
ized as understanding the "superordinate 'message"'
(Hates.on, 1972, origknally.published in 1955),- the
script-of.an event,.(Schar* and Abelson, 1977), or "the
frane" of lnguage interaction (Fillmore, 19 ). All

of these terms refer to a set of structured social
expectations which readers or writers use to organize
their comprehension or production of language.

Bateson (1972) has 'argued that the interactional
frame or superordinate message determines how a g4iven

act ofocommunication is lo be interpreted.,__ In "play" .

for instance, tri metamessage is "This is play," and,

t

as a result, a slap wil - not be interpreted as hostile.
His argument suggests t at within an ,interactional
frane the participants are communicating on two levels,
the metamessage "This is play" and the message of the
particular act such as a slap, which might mean some-4
thing like "I gotcha."

, Ross (1970), like tiateson, argues that the

i:

superordinate message is a meta-sente e which hangs
over t'he discobrse and which establis es 1-you rtetcri-
callrelationships. One example is th, eentence "1
state (to you)" which is' the superordinate messace for
most declarative sentences. Ross's apprcacoh has,some
similarities to the., work of Austin (1962) and Searle
(1969) who argue that a sentence or utterance has at
least two eimens4on5, one its propositional content,

4 largely matters of truth and logic. and the other its
illocutionary force, largely matters of social rela-
tionships between participants .in' the speech act; .

Linguistics has increasingly turned to anthropolo-
gists and sOciolinguists for helpful descr_lp.ticns cif
the interactional features governing speech e)1Drits

.(Fillmore, 1976). Halliday (1976), for example, 0
'divides the speech event into tenor of discourse (rela-
tionships among partiipants), fiele of discourse
(subject matter), and mode or channel of communication
./(telephone, lecture, and so forth). Sociolinguists
Prowl and Fraser identify three primary traits in, a
speech event--participant relationships, purpose of
discourse, and setting (1979), and Hymes (1964) identi-
fies eight, including pearticipantsr)5etting, channel,
topic, the mode of speaking, and the(gerre or- form of
the message.

I
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F or purposes of this study three features of '

speech, events wil be emptiasized: (1) the relationship

(115

of the participants, (2) the purpole of the discours 9 '. ,And (3) the settiqig. These featurs have rather broad
ICA.niderations when, they are applied to actual speech
'events, but their focus mumt narrow when they are .'p(lied to 'the imagined speech event% underlying a piece ,sue

Is
... 1 o(iitariting. For this reasori, different terms will Lt

ulttd to describe the three features underlying speech.s.

a event in writing: (1) giltancins, whether the partici-pints.have a close or distant relationship; (2Y LEom

4,

CAt.21109, whether the purpose of the discourse-is to
deine, and organize reality or to arproximate it; and
(3) deting, whether the text projects itself as a
permanent and formal setting or medium for discourse or
as a transitory and informal setting or medium.

, These interactional features, although important
for describing language interaction, are not `the tunc-
timnal form or a writer's competence. In other wcrc's,,
language users are guided more by prototypes than hy'a
Jist of features. This point has been argued hy.Bruner
(1960) who says that functional frames must be first a
structured pattern and second a general outline,
without many specific details and features.

Perhaps the most basic thing that can be saidA
about human memdry!, after a century of inten-
sive research, is that unlessdetail is
placed within a structured pattern, it is
rap idly forgotten.(p. 24) We rememher a
formula...6 caricature or picture that
preserves an essence- -all of them techniques
of condensation and representation (p. 2).

Bruner has also argued that these strUctwrec pat -
Y, terns and general formulas are sometimes based on "typ-

ical instances" from experience.. For instance, Pruner,
dl., found that subjects often use typical

instances of given colors to discriminate among colcrs
on a color wheel (Bruner, et. al.. ,1956, p. 64).
Bruner's notion of"typical instance"%tiltvery similar to
Fleanar Rosch's notion of prototypes. Fosch armies
that. peopl4 categorize things in their world around

.prototypes. not a detailed list of features. Stst
found, for instance, that the category Liu *coKeres
around the prototype Lotio and that some members cf the
category, such as Re.taula ere near the boundary, and
other members, such as Qftickgra, are closer to the pro-.

totype (Dosch, 1977).

similar to Wittaeptteinis. Wittgenstein ar2ues that

Rosc'h's approach to categories of meaning is very,

words like gate or alaic do not have an absolutely

I
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uniform set of necessary and sufficient conditions or
features for testing whether something' is or it§ not a

Sa4le or Edam, but that these terms have family resem-
hl Aces in which no single feature or condition' need
apply to all items which belong in the set (Witteen-
stein, 1953, pp. 66-67). In'summary, cognitive theory
suggests that writers often categorize things And
events by using a general outline organized areiind typ-
ical instances or prototypes and that within a category
a nuniter of events may. have family resemblances tut not
exactly the same features. These categories, crcanized
around protoypes, may be used as c6bnitive frames or
schemes to structure relationships among' (Pal

mer, 1975) and. as .sociolingOstic or interactional
frames ("This is the category play") to structure. the
meaning of a speech evert (Bateson, 072). .

The next question, then, is' what are the proto7
types which 'organIze the ctegories of the speech events
underlying school writing? These protypical speech
events must cluster djalanciaa, Reoceseins and lodel=
in in forms which are typical in human experience and
especially typical of students trying to learn to write

. in schools. Furthermore, these forms 'must draw basic
distinctions. The nature of these forms is"part of the

1 taxonomic project undertaken by Richards, Palliday,
Benve iste, Hamburcer, Ol son, and Chafe, amdria others.

In dern studies of language taxamtbmies, INA.
Ri ard's fdentification of two primary language func-
tions has probably been the-most influential formula-
tion: 8

A statement can be used for the sake of the
reference, true or false, which it causes.
This is .ttie Icicatifla use of lanauage. Put
it may also be used for the sake of the
eff4cts in 'emotion and attitude 6roduced t.y
the reference it occasions; this is the =CZ
Ilate use of language (Richards, 1924, p.
'267).

These two functions are similar to the' logical and
social functions identified by Halliday (1970) arc
Olson (19B0) and also somewhat similar to the proposed
categories of textual ,form found in Benveniste and Ham-
burger. Benveniste (1966) proposes two fundamental
forts tS1 text, discoaLse, which signals agspqeker-
addressee relation in first- and second-person pro-
nouns, and bikigiee, which does not signal rhetorical
relationships IN first- and second-person pronouns.
Hamburger .(1971)kalso uses person as a basis for dis-
tinguishing betwal.n two fundamental forms of tex.t, the
third person novel, which is truly ficticnal, ane tte
first, person novel, which is not truly fictional and is

-
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f
grouped withthe lyric poem.

The contrast between the logical and the social
categories of texts is. Also/evident in the distinctions
that Olson (1977) makes between ut.I.C.EatCt and teat.
tatetanct refers typically to the language _found in
orat-conveesaonS,, and tut refers to the essayist
technique introduced to writing by Locke.. Between the
sixteenth and seventeenth.century even science was
written .in a 'conxersational style, with "a complete.
absence of logicil order" and the focus "more a aues-
tion of personal ekchartge than of taking an objective,
position" (Ellul, 1964, p. 44). But Jbhn,Locke, (19611,
introduced a different language of expliclt,
connected prose ih An E5lay MaccEniaa Human Unilu:
ataudins.

this distinction between the conversational'an.d
the logical is riot a cbntrast of the oral and the writ-
ten. Chafe (19.81) has observed that the differences
between typical oral language in conversations and typ-
ical written language in terxts are very 'similar to the
difference% between colloquial oral language and ritual
oral language in Seneca, an Iroquois lariguage spcken in
Western New YOrk State. The distinction that Chafe
makes between,the colloquial and-the'ritual is very
importagt-for understanding-the problems.of stueents*
writing in schools. The speaker-audience relationship
in ri'tual, as Bloch (1974) has indicated, differs from
that found in oral. language. 'In ritual, the speaker
(or writer) is preseinting the words of elders, not just
personal \views. is acting as an objective presenter or
spokesperson, not as a subjective individual. This
shift from the.subjective to the objective and from the
social, to the logical is a critical protlem for stu-
dents to write in school and represents a
shift in tie speech event underly.inc their writtfn
language.

- Conversations, Presentations, and

Three protbtypes or speech event 4egbries will
be used in this study, consistent with the/distincticns
suggested by Richards, Halliday, Benvenistie4 Hamhuroer,
Olson?land Chafe:

11;
/
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Both uoyLLILIkti5 and QuItntEticill are tyiWa)
,instances of language use and provid a well-docunented
contrast of .1aik,-niDg,-prQE(151ips, and MC2Clillf.
features. _furthprndre, the_ap.prooviate use of these,
two instances of .speech, events appears to he a critical
higher order skill in learning to write in schca,rs.
The National Assessment, of Education Progress, after
studying the quality of essays written in the assess -
ments of 1069 and 1974, reported:

Poor writers are getting poorer, then, in
those skills that are specific tc writtqn
communications but seldom are called for in

conversation; that are acquired lar,gety
'through broad reading and considerable.
re.writing; that re seldom taught anti, when
taught, are most difficult to teach, espe'
eially to poop writers. and people who have
little use for printed communication. (Writ:
in n.cbialicl+.1969-1974).

In other wr.ds, one problem for poor writers is
learning to make the. transition or shift from Lceltulk=
tiQ041 structures to PrC5COLatigmal structures. this
Is not the same problem as making the transition or
shift from oral to written languaq A letter nay use
C.QOYCLI ion al structures,,but it s skill writing, not
speakin_ :The ora to-,written problem was the focus .ofb
the first hypothesi some students fail to react a
minimum level of writing competently because these stu-
dents have not automatized the basic coding skills

7 - 4
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required in writ-Mt." But once the basic coding prob-
lems seem largely solVed, there still remains the prob-
lem of the appropriate use of speech event structures.
This problem is ttte focus of the second hypothe44s:
some'students fail'to reach a wirOmum.'level of writing
competency because these(students,do not make the tran-
sition or shift feom the structures of egnYeLlatitinal
,speech events to .-,the structures of acculataiismal
sOeech events. 8,

' .

The..ttird hypothesis guiding this study is that
the difference between thevery best papers and the
papers just above minimum Competency is a difference in
linguistic Jorm, Cloth at the sentence and text level.
The students who write the top papers, althbugh
Jaining many of the qualities of aultuational speech
events, haye added a focus on linguistic form acid
Created a. different kind of underlying speech event,
eu2si1ien. The argument here is that mwsitiall,
like CQUeLaa11015 and uLtacniatiaaa, are' a distinctive
register., but, unlike csanytuailgel and kenentinien,
eaRaaiticms emphasize rityal form.

In )inguistic theory, there is still some ccntro-
versy abodt whether descriptions of higher order
langdage skills should adopt-Chomskyos view that the
meaning of a sentence is in the sentence's syntactic,
form or,Chafeis.view that the meaning is often in.large
part in'the impliedor stated lationshlps between
speaker and listener. :Olson has suogested that "The
eiffer.ences between oral language an8 written text may
help eiOlain the current controver between the syn-
tactic approach represented by- Chom ky and the semantic
/approach represented by Chafe" (Olson, 1977:271).

(---Olson suggests that Chafe.'s approach is ,apprZpriate for',
describing "ordinary convertational language" and that
Chomsky's approach is a "model for the structure of
autonomous written prose",(Olson, 1°77272).

Olson's approach run1\counter to the approach
taken byeChaim Perelman. While fo'r Olson the relation-
ship between a speaker and a listener disappears in
expository essays, for Perelman the audience simply
gets bigger in formal essays. Perelman diStincuishes
het.ween the audience of a single interlocutial and tfe
"universal audience" (Perelman, 1952:20-22)1 For
'Perelman the one perkon audience tyrical in oral speech
and written letters and the universal audierece typical
of philosophical and scientific discourse ar,-heil-h ima-
ginary structures in the mind_of thr writer. Thi's is

the view adopted.hy a number of students of written
composition (Gibson, 1950, pp. 265269:). Footh, 1961, p.
136; 7ng, 1975;Thatman. 11975; H i r h, 1e77; and Icco,
1979).

4,
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The hypothesis of,this study is that in CSEMILIQLY
speech events like any other expositLon or hjahly con-
ventionalized exhibit, the writer keeps the' a6;ience at
a; far. distance, like the relationship in auigaLtioll,
and at the same time draws attention't6 the ritual
structure of 'the medium or text as verbal construct.
The writer is communIcating not only some projection of,
reality and a drstant relationship with .the audienje
hut also an exhibit of the ordered patterns in the
text: The t011(3111,121 speech event, then, is much
closer to what Olson calls autonomous written prose
than are glEtItntatigm5 be,cause ritual give the appear-
ance of having an existence which is autonomous and

$ separate from the audience. Yet the ritual i.s a
display for an addie'lice, and 'the' producer of the ritual
kiiows that ritual has a rhetorical relationship with
and an impact orOan audience. Says Wayne Booth, Teak ing

.

the same di.stinction in a different context, the work
communicates "itself" (Booth, 1977:85) . The writer of
exposition is still structuring particular rhetorical
roles for the audience, the narrator, and even the
writer.

A fourth kind of speecii event is suggeste'd ty two
patterns of tmdica structures--a few markers ("You")
of interactions wioth a Partner, suagestinu a primitive
form of conversation, and frequent eliculin9 problems as
thv writer learns the language. These patterns are
similar to thelattling 'or pre-conversation speech
event in oral langauge. In summary,-there are four
speech events with different roles and with different
forms in oral and written language.

el
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Th last quest icon to be investigated by this '

present situdy is whether the change from lisarnine cgd:
jag sk' Is to us mniecsatioodi end twatilticAILI
struct res shows developmental trends. In other words,
if oQding dominates in,the writing of one group (1 stu-
dents, as suggested by the first hypothesis, and if.

cbcisatiQual structures dominate .in another crtup, as
suggested by the second hypothesis, then do the trace
groups of student s-- LtAinu, cimmiLatit;Tal, and
UtficalatiQual-- riTvesent developmentiO trends in
learning to write in schools. 136cause an emmItc[y_
analysis cannot use a simple frequency couflt,..this

strucOure will not be analyzed in 'the developmental
data.

One issue Jo developmental trends is whether ttcre
seems, to be a continuing growth of skills ever) a.s'new
skills.are being added. Applehee has suggested. that
the child "relies on a skill which the. thild has ":

alread4 developed (dialogue) to devel4 a' neW sk i11

1,0

I
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(narhative)° (1981:8). The child might not try a new
structure or learn one, in, fact, without help of aft old
structure%

The process is a veryArneral.one in language.
learning; licrt providesI scaffold (eruner,
1978) or support chSt allows the child to
engage in a task that would otherwise be too
difficult while learning .a general procedure
which makes the support unnecessary (Apple=
bee, 1981:8)v.

The question in writing is whether cmYeladLiQildl'
structures act as scaffolds in the development .of
guesentatiQual and gagmlItgary.structures. In other
words, do c2nYccaaIlintal structures continue or' do they
Suddenly disappear?

A second issue in developmental trends is whether
the various combinations of writing skills show,
declines, plateaus or sharp increases. A number of
developmental studies of writing have reported scme
plateaus and sharp increases in scores. For instance,
Loban (1976) reports that the plateaus in written
laguage "tend to occur at grades 8, 9, 10, and 11, a
full yer after the comparable oral loss of velocity"
(p. 80). Loban is reporting what generally happens in
the' three groups studied --low, middle, and high.` 4 But
he typicAl or random group, as Loban observes, "often

moves ahead by spurts and regressions" (p. 80). Lotan
was comparing growth in oral and written expression.
This present study will examine developmental trends at
three. levels of writing competency in grades seven
through twelve.

In summary, the.following four hypotheses will be
investigated in this study:

Inf,QEMatiQ,0 ELQQ311:19 8YUQ/111511 (the Cognitive
Problem): Students at the lowest levels cf writirg com-
petency in secondary schools organize their information
processing 'time around cuccidias structures such as mak
ing the letters, spelling the words, and capitalizing
wheret necessary. Students at,the middle and Upper lev-
els of writing competency in secondary schools organize
their information processing time around structures
encompassing such larger unitN of text as speech
events. Encuding structures serve some of the same
purposes for the writer as tWaling does for a sreaker.

Ite getch. Lyght npotbeall (the Sociolinguistic Prcb-

III
lem): Students at the middle levels of writing ccn-
pe.tency organize their written texts around the struc-
ture of a speech event which is typical in everyday
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'oral language Atnniaatigull. Students at the upper
levels of writing competency organize their written
texts around the structure of a speech event which is
typical in school textbooks. (uLt5matatimal)

nit Emaglition Humathelis "(the Linguistic Problem) : The
students 'at the hichest level of school competency in
writing put an emphasis on the internal structure of .

texts and sentences.

Iti UCYCIAMMCatgl UYIN4t1t511 : Students:in differtnt
grade levels in secondary schools show distinct shifts
in their writing scores, and Ph their use of particular
structures"beginning with coding structures, moving to
emeEsitiondl structures from everyday oral lancuage,
and finally shifting to luclentaticaldl structures front
school textbooks.

To investigate these hypostheses, this study will
draw upon a number of techniques used in previous
research. When Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer
(1963) publrshedwtheir review of research in written
composition almost twenty years ago, four of the five
studies they selected for review were experimental or
quasi experimental studies of the instructional materi-,
als and techniques which could improve the students'
skills in composition. These studies assurked that the'
primary goal of composition research was to1 determine !

the effectiveness of specific instructional techniques.
But Cooper and Odell (1978), fifteen years later, chal-

. lenged this assumption: "The fallacy of such an assump-
tion becomes apparent almqst any time we test the pre-
cepts,that have informed most of the teaching of coupo-
sition in this century" (p. xi). They suggested that
"a period of vigorous research on written discourse and
the composing process" must precede experiments vith
instructional interventions (p. xi).

The first requirement for a descriptive stuty of
writings such as is proposed here, is a specification
of the writing ccntext in which the competency scale is
to be anchored. Each of the previous research
approaches reviewed in this chapter -- linguistic, coeni-
tive, and sociolinguistichps assumed some model of
writing competency and some method of measuring that
competency. In linguistic investiaations, competency
is the written form attained by professional writers or
by older students in school, such os the longer T unit
(Hunt, 1965) , the communication unit (Loban, 197E ), the
cumulative sentence (Christehson, 1°67), or a pattern
of coordination and subordination in paragraphs
(Christensen, 1967; Nold and Davis, 1980.

This view of writing competency assumes that tee



adequacy of a sentence or paragraph is determined by
whether the syntactic structu(e of the sentence or the
organizati nal pattern of the paragraph has one of .

several ide 1 formS, not Ill whether the form helps tt?e
writer sole cognitive problems of m ory or .salve rhe-
torical prob ems of writer-reader re rat idhships. .For
instance, in some lnisjuistic approaches the final
arbiter of what an ideal syntactic structure can,be is

% an ass'umed and intuitively recognizable ideal speech
community:

Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with
an ideal 'speaker-listener rAt a completely
homogeneous speech community,' who knows its
language perfectly and it unaffected by such
grammatically irrel4vant conditions as memory".
limitations, distractions, shifts of atteip-

. tion and interest, and errors (random or
characteristic.) in applying his knowledge of
ttle.language in actual performance (Chomsky,
196'5, p.3).

v.

In many linguistic studies of writing, the ideal writer
is assumed to get better as s /he gets older, thereby
attaining, for instance, what Mellor; icalled mature syn-

.

tactic fluency (1969:191. For Mellon'. the growth of
syntactic fluency "can only result from increased use
of sentence embedding transformations" (1969:1P), and
thus, the assumption that competency e4a1s senttnce
fore becomes in Mellon's study the equation that "com-
petency equals frequency of sentence embedding
transformations."

Studies of the composing process shift the focus
from linguistic form to cognative strategies. In these
studies, competency is assumed to be a cognitive stra-
tegy used to solve a problem of hemory retrieval or
overloaded processing capacities+. However in many stu-
dies of the composing process, the final arbiter 'of
whether or not a cognitive processing problem exists or
what the problem might be is somebody's judgement of
whether a piece of\writing is good 4r tad. The written
product beComes the Indicator of cognitive dissonance.
For instance, Gordon Rohmar used a school test tc
determine tvhether students allowed a prewritino stage
wrote better than students not allowed to pre rite:

The evidence of our testing programs clersly.
shows .that writing produced under these cir4
cumstanceS is, first, good in itself. Our
essays showed a statistetally significant
superiority to eSsays_produced in control
sections (Rohman1196c;: 11.



In another instance, Flowe'r, arguing for a stage
of prewriting in the writing process, what she calls
Writer-Based Prose, finds the ultimate measure of corn*
petency to be what she called Reader-Based Prose, and

.

the effectiveness of this Reader-Based Prose is meas-
ured by an ideal instr'uctor's response to\two pieces of
writing: '

To gauge the Reader-Based effectiveness kf
this report, skim quickly over Draft 1 and
imagine the response of the instructor of tte
course, who needed to answer these
questions....0ext, try the same test on Draft
7 (Flower, 1979, 34):

Draft 2, as it turns out, more competent (and't
therefore Reader-Based) because the; imagined instructor
gets the answrs to the questions more easily frem
Draft 2 than rdm Draft 1. In

Eby
and Ha/es, com-

petency. the efore, is measured by an ideal reader; in
Rohm an, sc,00ltest measured competency. These two
studies show that cognitive and linguistic approaches
have employed some external source as the measure of
competency.

The studies of Emig (1971) and Perl (1978) are two
other examples of how competency is defined in process-
ing studies. Emig is clscribing, among other things,
what processes students use in their school writing
assigments, and "she reports that "Able student writers
voluntarily do little or no formal written preficuring"
(1971:92). In Emig's study (1971: 29) the measure of \
what is able or competent is teacher judgments of the
eight subjects. In Perl's study, the writing com-
petency of the students is measured by placement essays
and the fact that the students were proorammed into a
basic skills program. Perl says that"the students'
placement essays exhibited the "writing deficiencies"
associated with unskilled writers, and as evidence of
the association, Perl points to Bossone and Weiner's
(1979) review of the teachers' report on remedial
teaching at the City University of New York (Pert,
1979:45).

In summary, .studies of writing have typically
turnedto somebody's judgment as a basis for determin-
ing competency, and the level of competency has tt-en
been used to argue that a writing problem does or does
not exist. The judgment of competency has come from
testing programs (Kohman, 1465: Peri, 1078), imacined
instructors (Flower, 1979), reports of teachers (Emig,
1971: Perl, 197E)4 and the holistic scoring of papers
by collegeArtIduate students (Pridwell, 19ec). Pest of
these studies usually 13peal to the rhetorical

14 ;41
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situation as the final arbiter)of levels of competency.
'lin other Words, a well-formed sentence is one which the
listener or reader understands: WAS a starting point
of our discussion here, we ccim recall that language
permits phetransfer of information from the'mind of
the speaker to the mind of the hearer" (Chafe, 1970:
210). -

Rhetorical studies, searching for some definition
of the writing context, Kaye' turned to sociolinljuisticsi:-
for help. Britton (1975), for, example, borrowed the
notion of "communicative competence" from sociolinOuist
Dell Rymes, who aroued for the importance of uncer-
standing speech events:

1

We have then to account for the fact a normal
Child acquires knowledge of sentences, not
only as grarirmatical, but also as
appropriate He or she acquire7 competence
as to when to speak...with whom, where, when,
in what.manner. In1 short a child becomes
able to accomplish a Oepertoire of speech
acts, to take part in speech events, and to
evaluate their accomplishment b.y others
(Hymes, 1979:45).

For Britton, Hymes' wcoMmlunicative competence" becomes
"a writer's capacity to adjust to his audience" and
because the wrktqr Is not face-to-face with the audi-
ence, the capacIfy to adjust is dependent on the'de(_ree
to which the writer,"can internalize the audience"
(Britton, 1975:62). Britton's study began as an effort
to describe, among other things, how students develop
in their writing competence or, in other words, their
ability to write to different audiences. What Britton
found was that school writing appeared to emphasize one'
audience, the teacher, and not to encourage writing to
different audiences. However, Britton did not consider
how the teachers evaluated the writing and whether the
writing repreiented the standards school authoritie
desired. The writing samples may have been only the 0

inappropriate efforts of the students. Britton, there-
fore, unanswered the 'question of what good writing
or is not. He simply says audience variety should
occur in school writing. In each. area of research thus
far examinec6 the researcher claims to be describing
cood writers, remedial writers, writers who are trying
to do what is expected, or high scoring writers, but
the basis for the claim is not fully elaborated.
Furthermore, because there is no way of knowing whether
the remedial writers or the good writers are like or
unlike remedial writers or good writers fecund in other
classes, sthools, or districts, the studies may te
using competency models which are not representative.

- - id
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The levels of competency in any study of writing,
therefore, should be anchored in a specific social pr
institutional task which can be judged valid and
representative by some means, or other and whtfhican
have a reliable scoring system. In the present study,
all' the` ways'yof describing the writing task--as \a cog-
n itive problem, a sociolinguistic pri,oblem, a lincuistiic
problem, or a developmental pattern - -are- anchored in an
assigned instftutional task or--in the case of the
ideo-tape data--a comparable task. If the task

changes, then all dimensions of the description. could
change. The features of the assigned task and its
validity and reliability are the subject of the next
chapter.

IJABIER II: 16c A ism/ ILI itdtuccl Etna=
tilitY and Yaliditx

One reason fdsrlthe apparent absence of a represen-
tative competency model in many studies of written com-
position is the lack,"until recently, of a reliatle and
valid method of writing assessment. The most reliable
methods have lacked validity, and every incrlease in
validity has decreased reliability. For inSitance.
traditional tests of mechanics and vocabulary ,car pro-
duce good reliability, but they do not appear to be
measuring writing skills (Rdrris, 1962). Almost every-
one agrees that valid measures of writing must sample
writing performance.. FuNbermore, almost everyore
agrees that methods now exist for a reliable scoring of
writing samples. .

Although research on the scoring of writing sam-
ples has produced a reliable method of holistic assess-
ment (Diederichv 1974; Cooper, 1977) and a set, of prac-
tical procedures which districts can use (Myers, 19P0),
the entire assessment process is still very costly.
However, since 1974 every state in the country has
adopted or is seriously considering some form of
minimum competency testing in writing (Cooper, 19E1).
As a result districts throughout the country have shown
an increasing willingness to, invest funds in the hol is-
tic scoring of writing samples.

But scoring papers alone, although a reliable
measure, is not a competency model. There is also the
necessity for validation procedures to decide whether
the writing task is a reflection of the school's pri-
mary goals in writing and what point on the scoring
scale-constitutes minimum competency, decisions which-

must involve school boards, parents, and the profes-
sional staff (Myers, 19R1). This process of validating
both the mritina task and the definiticn of minimum
competency in schools is also quite costly. Altair,
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_however, the mandates for minimum competency testing
throughout the country have produced the necessary
funds for validation. In summary, the research on
writing asfessment and, the passage of minimum com-
petency laws in California and el4kwhere have made it
possible, maybe for the first time, to study writing
competency in a context representative of district-wide
standards;

The present study will be ba?ed on an examinatibn
of differences among writing samplfm which the district
has scored by district standards. This chapter will
examine the, features of the assigned writing taSk, the
methods dsed to ensure the reliability of the com-
petency scores, and' the steps taken to establish the '

validity of the task, the ranking of the anchors, and
the selection of the minimum coMpetency.score.

.

A. Etatucca cal tbc Aa3i9ncd VEitipatIalls

The present study is ased on four assigned writ-
ing tasks given in 1917, 1 79,.1980, and 19e1. The
1977 and 1978 tasks were read and scored in one reading

/ in May 1978. The 1980 and 1981 tasks ware read and
scored in two separate readings. The five topics for
the three readings were 7s follows:

A. Pre: Written in November 1977

Write about an object you are especially
attached to, something. Aich.had deep per-
sonal meaning fcr you, something which has
become a part of your life.

B. Post: Written 'in April or May 1478
1

Write about a pers4 on you like, dislike, or
admire, someone you have strong feelines
about. Perhaps you will want to descrite the
person in detail and explain how you came to
know--or know about- -him or her. You nay
want to consider why you feel as you do
towards the person and how your attituee has
developed or changed.

NOTE: In both the pre and post samples, ele-
mentary teachers substituted "tell a story
about" for the word "write." The 19771.1978
readings collected samples from rradc4 4
through 0.

41)
1980:Reading in March



Av. Writing Sample A (Essay): Written in Fet.ruary

Your school counselor has asked you to -think
about a person who has had the most influence
on your life. Describe this influence, giv,-
ing examples of how it may, haye changed you.

B Writing Sample 'B (Letter)/i Written in Febru-'
ary

Employment agencies.can be very helpful in
finding a job if they know what ibb you want
and a,dualified fdr. Write a letter to the
employment agency shown below and explain
what job you would like what your qualifica-
tions are. ,Explain the reasons you think you
should be hired and examples of your
strengths, including references,

THE ABC EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
204 EAST BROADWAY.,

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94606.

1981:Reading in March

A. Writidg Sample A (Essay)

Your class has the funds and time to do on an
educational field trip. Write an essay
explaining where you think the class should
no and why.

B. Writing Sample (Letter)

Same as 1980.

Secondary students were given a class perioe
(fifty minutes) to read the topic and write on it, and
elementary students, who were tested only in. the 1978
reading, were given as much time as they needed. Ele-

\ mentary teachers in 1977-197a reported that no student
took a full fifty minutes. Less than one percent of
all theestudenti submitted blank sheets or faileo tt
submit 'a paper. The teachers generally reported that .

the writing /samples of the students appeared to hay*
the same qualities as writing samples in which the stu-
dents were given all the class time they needed to do
writing assignments.

4,

The students were told that,the writing samrle
would be scored by a teacher-reader ,and the, score would
he used to determine whether ar not the students had
attained minimum competency in school writing. I11
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writing samplesi'were to be returned' to schools, and
parent nd students could Make appointrents with coun-
seld)-5 o see the writing samples and the scores. The
writi task in 1980 and herd been preceded ty sub-
stantial/publicity about necessity for students to
attain minimum competency in school writing in order.to .

graduate from high school. In general,. then, the pwr-
pose of the task was clear, the writing time seemed
adequate, -and the topics did not seem to present any
problems of special knowledgit.

.

B. the Hellatilitx of the Scorea

The competency scores used in this study are based
on holistic assessments of student writing in the
spring of 1978, 1980, and 1981. Holistic assessment of
student writing, a procedure for ranking papers, has
been much stiordied and refined over the past ten ycar*,
particularly in the work of the Education Test ing Ser-
iviCe (EIS), which scores College Board essays, and the
National Assessment of EduCational Progress, which sam-
ples student writing throughout the country. Charles
Cooper has'commented on the reliability issue:

6
Where thesre is commitment and time to do the
work required to achieve reliability. of judc-
ment, holistic evaluation of writing remains
the most valid and direct means of rank-4,
ordering students by writing ability. Spend-
ing no more than two minutes on each paper,

,raters, gdided by some of the holistic scor-
i ing gUides I will describe here, can achieve
a scoring reliability as high as .90 for
individual writers (Cooper, 1977:3).

In the readings for this study, a 1 to 6 scale was
used. One to 4 is used in many readings, but 1 to 6
provides a wider range of competency markers. The top
score on the scale must always be an even number to
avoid the inclination ofNsome readers to compromise and
place pApers in the middle. A 1 to 6 scale requires a

0 two-step decision process by the readers: (1),Is the
paper upper'or lower half, and (2) is the paper at the
tottom, middle or top of the upper or lower ,half? The
points on the 1 to 6 scale are marked by example cr
prototype, papers, not A list of features or traits.

The reason for this prototype approacK is twofold.
First, Rosch's work (Rosch, 19711 Rosch and Mervis,
1976) has shown that people first use prototypes to
hold a category together, not features. Feature

0 "analysis comes later. The second reason for this
approach is that experienced teachers in a given-di
trict have often taught with each other for stveral
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years and have had numerous di,scussions on what'
features in writing should recqive the highest.prigrity
in teaching. As a result, a discussion of features
sometimes leads to the adopVion of tradiitonal roles in
a lonj standing dispute. The paper is ignored, Asking
readers to simplippcore papers first, without any dis-
cuAion, quickly establishes the presence in the group,
of a strong consensus. - Discussion can then' follOw.

F

The first asseSsmentin 1978 (Pay) was organized
as, part of the evaluation of .a Title IV-C writ ino pro-
ject in the Mapleton Rublic Schools', Fourteglitof the
twenty-one teachers used in the scoring of pirers had
received training in holistic'assessment during a 1947
summer progi-am of the Bay Area Writing Project. Of the )
other seven teachers, three ad participated prior to
1,978 in at least one holistic- assessment of writing.
The head reader for the reading was well trained, and
the overall organizer of the/Project had served as head
reader for previous `readings in Mapleton and 4174he
Mount Diablo Unified School District and had Ile ved as
a reader for the College Board exams (1971) of the Edu-
cational Testing Service and for assessments in school
districts. 4

The assessments of 191-and 19P1 were funded.hy
the Mapleton,Public School as part of the minimum com-
petency program reouired b a e law., For each read-
ing, three-fourths of the 35 educators who participated
in the five-day assessment had participated in at leas
one previous reading. The topics selected for each 1\
reading were topics which had teen tested in pilct stu-
dies. The essay topic in each reading had, in fact,
teen earlier used in writing assessments.in either the
Mount Diablo Unified School District or the Tamalpais
Unified High'School District or both. '

i Each reading was preceded by one to two days in
which potential anchor papers were selected. Each of
the experienCed anchor-readers was asked to find a sam7-
ple representative of each score on a six point scale,
1 betrig the bottom paper and 6 beLnc the top. The sam-
pVs from each anchor-reader were then copied, and each
anchor-reader was asked to score each paper on the 1 to
6 scale. Those papers which were giventne same score
by all the anchor-readers were then seleted as retn-
tial anchor paper or prototypes for .a given score
category. The anchor-readers discussed these pap(rs,
often as many as thirty such papers in each score
category, to determine whether there was agreemert cn
how a given score category might be described; Trait
analysis, in other words, followed piototype selection.
The descriptive traits were almost al,,sys global.-
developed, coherent, unclear, awkwardand never put in

- 20 -
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writing for distribution. Traits were, however,
reiterated when discussion was requested by a reader.

After discussidg papers, the anchor-readers then
were given a range of uns'cored papert and asked to
score them using the anchor papers at the definition of.
a score category.-- The papers in this 'practict session
'were scored three times, and all papers with any
difference in the three scores were then discussed.:
These papprs'revealed that special anchors were needed
to define boundary cases. In other wdrds, for file...its!
category a person needs a nagula to define the boun-
dary cases. These boundary dses are of various types:
(1) papers in the three and four category, the only
area that presents some problems of deciding bouridary 4

cases; (2) "papers which are long but are still in a
very low score category such as a 1 or 2; (3') papers

which are short but which are still in high sccre
categories such as a 5 or 6; (4) paper illustrating
bilingual problems in lower half scores; and (4) papers'
in which the ha6Ovriting presented tom, problems of
reading but in which the quality was high (4,,5, or 6).
These additibnal anchors were then found, copies were
made, seoring was practiced again, and the process con-
tinued until the anchor-readers felt they had a set of

anchors which clearly defined what a score category
was. ,

6

On the first cay of the official reading, the reg-
ular readers. not the anchor-readers, were given copies
of a set of potential anchor papers and asked to score
the papers on a I to 6 scale without any discussion.
Then the Teaders were asked to show by raising their
hands how they scored particular papers. In all three
readings there was at lest 80 percent aereementson
categories 1, 2, 5 and 6 for. all anchor papers except . '

,one, and only moderate agreement on categories 3 and 4
on any of the anchor papers. The issue that had to be
decided in the 3/4 split was whether fluencycor focus

were to have the highest priority. In Mapleton, every 4.1

year (1978, 1979, 1980, 1981) the teachers have cecided-
thal long but unfocused papers are 3's and focusedkhut
possibly short papers. are 4's. Once this decision was
made, the readers used the appropriate prototype, to

score the middle categories with 77 percent of the
A teachers in 1981 (28-out of 37) in agreement gn scores

for anchor papers in the score categories 3 and 4. In

subsequent reanchoring daring the reading the agreement
was .86 arid higher.

After practicing scoring anchor papers and finding
the anchor papers which represented the strongest con-
sensus, the teachers discussed the qualities which dis-
'tinguished one category from another. The discussion
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refined, the understanding of the categories that had
been est.atOished in the selection'tif the prototypes.
In other words, the group's tacit agreements were made
explicit; These discussions were informal and not com-
mitted to a.check istz. The reading then began. Each
paper was)scor0 twiceilli.the first score placed on the
back' of the pa r and the second score on the frcnt
(see AppePdix,fr examples of papers). Each table of
readers had a table ,leadr who circulated papers so
that papers after 'baying been read at one table were
-then hdnded to another table. -Circulation routes were
assigned by the head reader. Furthermore; each table
leader read sample pepers to detetpine that the indivi-
dual readers at 'the table were scoring. appropriately.
If an individual reader had a probleon i'a category,.
then that reade/r was ,given anchors fOr practickahl the-
head reader WaS inforffied.

After the/second'reading, the /tab.te.:leaders
checked; to make certain that the two scores on a paper
did not diffee by more than one. If the tivo scores
differed b.y mire than one, tjapn the papeir -was read-a,
third time.,Pyi a different realder, usually _the tahle
leader, who'decided the second score. In all of thereadings), frOm 1978 to 1981, less than 5 percent of the
papers were r'eacr.a third time. Of the thirty.opl.more
readers, at we're table leaders, and ,these
table leaders re-tead about 10 percent of the papers
for a third time.as part "of the chetking process and
checked gll of the scores of all papers for discrepan-
cies of more than one in scoring. jf an individual
reader was consistently off the scale, that reader was
assigned to other work. One or two techers,in each
reading were giVen such assignments. In 'the final'
scale, the two scores from the two readings were added
toaether, providing a 2 to 12 performance scale.

Another test of the overall reliability of the
scores is the distribution of papers on odd and even
scores. If the readers are generally in agreenent in
their scoring, then even numbers should have a,hicher
probortion of the scares. ItIn the readings of 1979 and
1980, scores were distributed as follows on essAys:

I
6 ' at
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12(14k
2 499 103
3 425 151
4 1,772 783
5 912 461
6 1,43,6 845
7 1,146 437
8 , i 687 467
9 342 164

10 249 125
11 36 55

12 132 17

owamosa...........1
I

1979 -... Number Percent!, 1980 Numbe P.-centl

1 1

3dd 2861 3 1, Odd ' 1268 33 .1

I_
.

1
LI2141__...._Mal_ AN I if.12 11Q__1

Although the 1979 reading did not provide sampl' s for
this study, more than half of the readers in 1c79 were
also readers in 1978, 1980, and 1981. Also, nrtice, the.
relationships between the 3 ,and the 4 in both r acings.
In 1979, 7 has almost as Many papers as 6 and r-re than
e, and in 1980, 7 has almost as many papers as the 8.
The middle scores continue to exhibit slippage.

Steps were taken to establish the validity cf the
assigned task, the ranking of the anchors, and the

dity of the assigned task was eitablished by ha.iing the
selection of the minimum competincy score. The vali-

writing task approved by tommittees of parents 1(1979).
and teachers (197A, )979, 1980, 1981/ and ny-p lcting
the topics with stu4ents and teachers. In the , iloting
procedure, students and teachers wrote on the ,-pics,

and teachers reported the problems which deve °red.
The piloting, of topics took place in other sc 0,1 dis-
'tricts.and in inservice programrof .the Eay A e- Writ-
ing Project, Universi ;y of California, Perke ey 'Each

croup approached the validity issue in a somewh t dif-
ferIntswaY. Parents asked, "Do these writin Utsks
adequately represent the writing goals whic th. public
wants the schools to attain?" Teachers aske the same
question. Teachers and students tohether a'skee "Do
these writing tasks rroVide an adequate op ortunity to
demonstrate writing skills?" In general, a 1 parties

4
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apj5roved 'the. topics used.

Next, '`the validity of the rankings was es*-tlisbed
by having Imo groups of four teen terhers. and or group
of twenty-two principals rank six unscoredanch-rs.
The two groups of teachers were in complete agreement
on score categories 12, 2, 5, and 6,, and, like` 'he
anchor readers and the regular readers, split rn
categories 3 and 4. '71 percent agreed with the scoring

Of° of the original readers. The incipals were in com-
plete agreement on categories 1 and 2, and majr-ity
agreemeitt on categories .3, 4, 5, and 6.

, >babgi

a third meeting., to check how well the r-neral
teacher population might agree on rankings, anr'her
group of fourteen district teachers was asked t^ rank
the six anchor papers. this group, unlike the first
grodp of teachers, was not selected to represert
departments, and, therefore, was expected to br more
generally representative of the teacher populeion. In
addition, marked anchors were ranked ty a second
group of 14p06teachers Who were selected from s,ven
cities across the country:'Phoenix (15), Los Ar(eles.
(18), New York City (21), Denver (26), Chicago (15).
and Memphis (11). These teachers were selected- by
coordinators who were paid to distribute the anchors
and a set of questionnaires to the teachers an0 then to
collect the data and return, it. The two groups cf
teachers, local and national, had the following charac-
teristics:

.00

Table 1

AGE I NAT% I LOCAL 1 . EXP. I "NAT'L I

1 0 I 1-5 I 9 1
0-25 1

26-35 I *0
36-45 r 12
46-55 I 22

55+ I 11

_1w L
1

I

I

I 6-10 I 27 I 2 1

5 I 11-15 r . 22 I 5 1

4v I 16-20 I 29 I 3 I

1 1 '20+ 1 19 r 2 I

1

1 1 UV_ _11_1



GRADE I NATL I LOCAL I CLASSES I NAM, LOCAL!
________LAIQL1-1_1.11Qs..Li--.-1AUQUI....___1__AS2:1! .-itS411

3 74 I 7

I 2 I 1

21 1 2

.7 1 2

2 ! .2

1

11 I

B 2 I 0 General
9 24 I 2 Functional

10 23 2 jComposition
Al 4111 1 ' Remedial
12 15 4 Other

11-12 8 2

9-12 5 0

Other 8 3

(7-12)
1- 1 .

Without being told anything about how the anthers
had been used or scored, the 10601gachers in tie
national sample completed scoring `S11 six anch.rs
papers, the same anchors used in the district breadin
in 1980 and used, in the earlier meetings with rtistri t

teachers, principals, and parents. 97 of the lot
teachers (91.5 percent) agreed, with the distri-t
readers on the scoring of the bottom'paper, 9t (90.6
percent) agreed with the scoring of the anchor peper
for category 2, 74 teachers (69.8 percent) agr ed on
the scoring of the top paper, and 49 teachers )46.2
percent) agreed on the sccrin4t'of anchor 5, th': next to
the top.category. 26.4 percent of the teachers wanted
to place the 5 paper in the top category. 46 teachers
(42.5 percent) agreed on the scoring for anther 3, and
34 (32.1 percent) agreed on the scoring of anr'ior 4.
However, the scoring was, as usua/ my off t;,rget ty
one score category, 48 (45.3 percen ) civing 7nchor 3 a
score of 4 and 47 teachers (44.3 p cent) giving anchor
4 a score of,3. All fourteen of the local to chers
agreed with the district readers on the scoria of
anchors 1, 2, 5, and-6. three of0the four tee- teachers
reversing the storing for anchors 3 and 4. (cee Appen-
dix C for chart of distribution.)

In summary then, the overwhelming majority cf
local. and national teachers agreed with the l'adery"
ranking of anchor papers' for score cateaorie- 1, v` and

6, and the largest percentage; of teachers.pu' anchor 5
in the 5 category. The split votes came on %chers 3
and 4, which initially got split acctes from he readers
themselves. The nati-onal teachers were also asked to
estimate how many of tbeit students wrcte p,-ers Letter
than the top paper and worse than the tottob. paper.
The teachers estimated that on the averaae a out '26
percent of the students (X = 21.r,31) wrote 0' pert
better than the top and only about 4 percent (X =
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4.583) wrote papers worse'than the bottom. Because the
anchors were from ninth graders and the teachers taught
all grades from 7 to 12, one would expect man9-of the
students to write better than the top ppper in the
ninth grade sample. The scores, glen seem not only
reliable but also representative Of how teachers gen-
erally rank the students in their classrooms.

The second roblem ielrialidation is the decision
about what score represents the district's minimum goal
for competency. The minimum competency questicn was
answered by asking the secondary teachers who
represented their schools to take the anchors tack to
the schools, have the English teachers in a department
meeting arrange the anchors in order, correct any
sequence in the crder if necessary, and then ask the
teachers to select which paper best represented minimum
passing, translating the results into a score on a
scale of 2 to 12', one in which the original score of 1
to 6 was doubled. In other words, a 3 would have meant
that the teachers felt that minimum competency was a
paper which fell somewhere between category 1 and 2
tecause a 3 oyethe 2 to 12 point scale freant that one
reader gave the 'paper a 1 and another reader cave the
paper a 2. The score selected for minimum competency
was then phoned to the district research

(1)
department.,

Seven (1was the near unanimous choice for th minilpum
competency score.

The anchors, the writing tasks, and the selected
minimum competency score were then taken to the dis-
trict p/tficielcy committee. a group of parents
appointed by t'he local bkoard of education. The profi - -'
clency committee reviewed the anchors. the iwritirg
tasks. and the minimum competency score an approved
all three. The chair reported these decisions to the
local board which accepted the report. The local beard
had given the committee the charge of recommending
tasks and/or tests which would'represent the public's
coals for public educatin and for reviewing and
appToving minimum competency decisions. The chair of
the committee reported to the local board at. regular

')

intervals. In summary, steps were taken to ensure the/
reliability of the scores and the validity of both the'
task and the "decision about ,what score represents

sminimum competency. These steps are of fundamental
importance because the study will be based on the fol-
lowing claims about scores on the writing samples:

1. School Writing competency is reflected in (.)
performance on selected writing tasks;
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2. Group differences in scores reflect (z) group
4ifferences in writing competency;

3. The selected wriiting tasks reflect (z) the
school goals for writing;

4. The dminimum competency score reflects (4)
minimum attainment of the writing goals of
schools.

.The data from the throie readinos (1978r 19P0, and
1981) are the foundation of the present study. The

.of the population each year, the method of sam--
piing, and score distributions in population and
the sample--all of these issues are th subject of the
next chapter.

CUMER III: Etoceduces

Each of the three hypotheses guiding the present
study required a different set of data. (1) The infor-
mation processing hypothesis required ninth grade data
from the 1980 and 1981 proficiency readings in the
schoo district and data from the video-taping of five

it&

case turfy students at different score levels cn the
distr ct firoficiency exam (described in detail telow);
(2) the speech event hypothesis required ninth grade
data from the 1980 and 1981 proficiency exams; (3) the
expository hypothesis required sample anchor' papers
from, the top score category (6); and (4) the develop-..
mental hypothesis required data from the 1978 reading,
including scores from the begining and en f the
1377 -1978 school year and from grades 4 rough 12.
The method of deriving and validating th scores' was

% described in the 04vious chapter. The s bject et this
chapter is the method of collecting, coding, and
analyzing the various sets of data.

lauding from the Readings Qt 121E. 12E4. and 12f1:

In 19P0, from a population of 3,819 essays and
letters from ninth graders, a sample of 176 was crawn,
essays on one side of the papaer and letters on 'he
other side. In 1q81, from a populition of 4,221
letters and essays, a sample of 17 essays and.1f7
letters drawn. In 1980, the samples of essEs and
letters were from the same students, and in 19PI the
samples of essays apd tettees were from differen' stu-
dents. The distritutiaki of the 1980 and 1981 pe!-ula-
tions and samples is shown in Appendix D. Becaue the
readings were conducted', tor' the purpose of retur inc

information to the indivyual school sites, including
papers and scores, the S4mpling procedures wet',
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conducted during the course of the..reading and varied
to fit the practical circumstances.-

In the sampling for 1980, each table leader was
asked at the end of the scoring to count through the
papers at his/her table and pull out every tenth paper,
eliminating every paper with a total score of 7, the
minimum pAsing score. These papers, approximately 300
of them, were then copied on both sides, bne side hav-
ing the student's favorite person essay and the other
having a letter. From the 300 papers, every other
paper was pulled for a sample. Eighteen pf these 150
papers were too light to read. Then everNt third paper
of the remaining 150 was pulled, making a total of 50.
One of these was blank, five were too licht, and theiA

.

,remaining 44, all dark enough to read, were added tp
the other 132, making a tatal sample of 176 essays
written by ninth grade students in Mapleton on a favor-
ite person. On the.reverse,side of these. 176 essays
were 172 letters 191,%the same students. Four did not
write letters. The 1980 letter topic was an appeal for
employment.

The sample of 176 essays had 4?.10. percent (74
papers) which were below the minimum competency score,
and the .general population of 5,819 papers had 64.10
percent below minimum competency, showing that the sam-
ple for 1980 had higher quality ptapers than those found
in the populatt,en. The population, of ,course, included
scdPes of 7, not present in the. sample. Because the
focus of the present study will be results at various
score levels, not the results of the overall sample,-
the difference will not distort the findings.

A second sample of papers was selected for study
from the 1991 reading. For logistical reasons, the
sampling had to take place at that paint in the reading
when every paperhad been read once. As a result, the
scores on these papers are on a 1-6 scale. The sam-
pling:technique was different in 19e1. Each priting
sample has a student ID number: Using the random
.number table and reading 'single digit number% in a left
to right direction and then moving down to the. next
arbitrary line, the investigator went from table to
table getting ten papers with the appropriate becinning
digit until a ,total sample of 190 papers of the esse
had been drawn. The same procedure was used ,to craw a
sample of 190 letters. Both sets of samples, were
copied. The essay topic for 1981 was a favorite place
for a field trip, and the letter topic was the same as
in 1980.

The 190 essays had 14 papers which were tco light
to read and two papers which had not been scorer,



leaving 'a total sample of 170. The 190 :letters which
had been drawn had 26 papers which were too light to
read and 11 which were unscoired; -leaving a total of
147. Twenty of the papers which were too light to read
were studied to determine whether these papers were of
a certain score level or type. The scores were about
equally distributed, 12 of the .20 papers appearing to
be below minimum competency, approximately the same
distribution as the 1981 sample, and the types seemed
typical of the overall sample.

The overall passing scores increased to 40 percent
in the 1981 population, leaving 60' percent below com-
petency for both letters and essays. The samples show
a similar distribution, 53.9 percent of the essays
below competency and 59 percent of the letters below
competency. Unlike the 1980 sample, the 1981 sample
has some students who were not ninth graders, 27 among
the letters and.5 among the essays, all of them in
grades 10 through 12.

The papers in the 1978 reading were collected two
times, first a November collection (1977) of 2,690
papers from the beginning of the school year, all'on a
single topic, and second a May collectioe (197P) of
2,271 papers from the end of the school year, all on
another topic.< The first topic focused on a favorite .

object and the second one focused on a favorite person.
These papers did not have to be returned to the schools
until the spring of 1979, and, therefore, random sam-
plihg techriques were used to draw a sample of 200
pap*rs. Because these papers had been hand coded for
identificatiqn by teachers and/or students, 18 papers
were not properly coded for grade level or pre/post
designation. Because time was not liMited, as in the
1980 and 1981 readings, all papers were copied, none
being discarded for being too light. The entire popu-
lation of the papers, both ore and post, were read at a
single reading in May 1978 and followed the procedures
outlined Chapter II with one exception. No schools
or pareat committees reviewed the anchors and selected
a paper as representative of the minimum competency
point. The distributions in the population and the
samples from the 1978 reading are shown in Appendix D.

cgdidg Qf fum 121d, 1200 , and 12d1

The samples from 1979, 1980, and 1(041 were coded
for four sets of features-- 'encoding features, conversa-
tional features, presentational features, and total
.words. The ehgviting features were misspelling, letter
problems, immediate shift,from cursive to printinc, and
non-rhetorical fragments. Misspellingt include the
typical misspelling of words (Wing- and eaddeley, 1980)



as aell as the garbles (McDonel and OSburn, 19E40)
which occur in early writing development. Graves
(1979) has identified three kinds of garbles: (1) first
inventions such as "botafll prnssas" fcr "beautiful
princess," (2) words in transition such as "wuz" for
"was," and (3). stable inventions such as "neis" for
"nice." In the reliability check, coders had some dif-
ficulty distinguishing between some garbles and typical
spelling problems ("recieve" for "receive"). Therefore
garbles and typical misspellings were grouped together.
The reliability for coding spelling problems was .913
in the test group of ten coders.

Letter problems included the copying of letters or
whole words over the original word so that there was a
double image; capitalizing incorrectly ("I saw The
man") but na the capitalization of whole wordsku'su-
ally a signal of strong feeling, not a sign of a,coding
problem ("I saw THE man"); and ysing small letters for
letters which should be capitalfled (he lives in terke-
ley") but utt small letter j' which signal humility in
some student papers ("i saw the movie"). The reliabil-
ity for coding letter problems was .822 in the test
.oropp.

The immediate shi-ft from cursive to printing,
except in cases of the capitalization of whole words, a
feature which was not counted, proved to ,be rather
rare. Students tended either to print the whole essay
or to write in cursive. The shift was counted only in
words of four letters or more and only when at least
two of the letters but not mere than half the word was
in the different script: The rater reliability was
.896'with the test group. The actual number of shifts
'constituted less than 5 percent of the coding problems
in a sample of 25 papers randomio selected from the
1983 and,1981 samples.

The coding of non-rhetorical fragments had a reli-
ability of.772 among the test coders. The ditficult
problem was distinguishing the rhetorical from the
non-rhetorical fragmen.t, and the most difficult form to
code was the adverbial clause without any attached
independent clause. A separate count of 154 samples
showed that the adverbial clause problem occurred in
only 12 papers, ten of which had one such problem and
two of which had two such problems. In the same sam-
ple, 136 papers had no other type of fragment problem,
15 had one problem, one had two, one had three''and one
had four.

In.general, then, the coding .for these types of
errors was reliable at the .77 level or Letter. The
ten coders were given 20 papers and.90 minutes tc score



the coding.problems of the papers. ' The papers selected
were those dith substantial coding problems of various
types. The coding categories were described to'the
coders and when the coders asked for clarification,*
clarification was °Nen, although no specific problems
in ,a paper were discussed. The reliability coefficient
shows how well the coders as a group agreed with the
investigator's coding,'which was calculated from the
same set of papers over a period of severa-weeks.

In addition to the cocciding index, the writinii
samples for 1978, 19P0, and 1981 were coded for ,the
frequency of various words and phrases signaling some
dimension of two types of speech event:

Lanytclatidna

Close Distancing:

MI. 1 d01 WLiiing abdut my. mine. QUE Your 1 aw
LULUS LQ cememiztE. Ibis ClidY is alma. 1 think.
I nelieye. l'zuggelt. I heat I tell (yo4).

Approximate Proce,ssingt

and. aus. thea net cm,. yet. nut lint a
kind Qt. _hat almt. almit (Lin). in a WaYg
Oldiali WILLY, RECLIY (MUCh), almblt. like IQ
(EAU bQwe), MAYLE ambably 1QQBEL QL lateL

lacactisallY (cEdzY). dEYhdY (be mad).
a 1.Qt, 111Le (geed) . tight afilip (the stun°,
allays all QM, -est on add Ctive (gccatelt)
eanecially. YELX, RielaX0 d Leal (winnec) Qi

,ft =ale, all the Lime, usually, eYell (Eud did it) .
QnlY (Qnc). like WQW, and ECAllY (Mg).

Transitory Modeling:

the L04 (as conclusion), exclamatory marks.
warentheti.cal expressions, capitalizing whole
words, such slang expressions as simag
(dropping g), sh.QUlii Qfp whatcha acin't laces
abmil it, and ain't, such cliches as WI
call and malt and such conclusions as kata gQ,
igt Yd. Ihat'l all.. and that's it.

Pctlentatima

Far Distancing:

Any openin sentence .stating topic without' using
I. we my hie. MU, YQUL. and nu indAhe subject
po5ition'a d various uses .of ILe perlgt.bytt.
gagn wbo. and cycut5Ay as subjects of



sentences.
4

Normative and Embedded Processing (Definitive)

Any use of embedders such4as CittICE/QE, whilt,
until, At CYCla thQUght Al =OD Al, W1212, whop .
tbat, tibEte, IhtEttsme. ficst-st04311-
thitsl, M2' in Addit/Q0, IUMMALY, ag/I uly/but
alma, In a Senat'g alchans, seems tQ be tux, mild
be fict that, in'a MADUCE a IRCAking, fQL tht
=It RACE, dith the eacentiba Qt. in genetal., in

indmit withut iQubl, the gpint is that,
tht tYidtnct slactil, as A MItEill Mk, VIM %If&
ceduals why, genecally, appositives (Bill, ea
fticad, is title). -in modifiers (not as verbs),
and -es modifiers (not as verbs).

Permanent Modeling:

Title at the top (not' counted in the letters),
number of paragraphs and a generality as a con-
cluding sentence (It= gogri die =jog).

During the counting of words and phrases, each caper
had a list of all the items to be counted. (see Appendix
['for other words and phrases not.listed above). On
the items above, the test coders had a reliability of
.91 on the test papers. Two other Items were counted

/ in the 1980 and 1961 samples: (1) the occurrence of g
(as in d man) or an and 12) the reference of a noun,
not a pronoun, in the "subject or object position of a
main clause of a sentence to topics or a body of
knowledge ,beyond family, friends; acquaintances,
school, and immediate experiences of the presumed
speaker. Therefore, family, friends, neighbors, school '
acquaintances, and TV personalities were not counted.
But President Carter, other government figures, movie
characters (not a regular TV series), book characters,
and international figures in the newspapers or on TV
were counted. These two features were wadded to Far
Distancing under etcleolation. The first feature had
high coder reliability, .90 or higher. Hotqever, the
second feature had a reliability of. only .68, and when
this feature" was added to the total list of features,
the total reliabilil for the ten test coders dropped
from .91 to .82.

. s

The features a and an were not counted in the 1978
sample because some of the writers in oracles four
through eight seemed not to have mastered the distinc-
tion between a and an as signals of new information and
inn as t signal of old information. The referencc to
topics Atside the writer's experience was also dropped
as a felkure because the issue of the writer's



experience became very problematic for .the. ery young
writers, grades four through six. With thes two
features dropped, the coding for the 1918 sample had a
reliability of .83. The drop in reliability for 1978
papers may have been due to the fact that the 1978 test
papers, like the sample itself, had handwriting by
younger writers, and this haddwriting sometimes
appeared to be more difficult to read than the usual
sample from secondary students.

Four pilot studies were conducted to determine
which words and features were being reliably coded and
were distinguishing between various score levels and
modes of writing. Markers wh' h were abandoned for
reasons of either' reliability or sianificance were
questions, time statements ( c LtadY, during .ttic Rant
yeac), a 'one-to-four scat in o subject distance, the
general present (HewEual), a the immediate present
(mei& cunniast) The four lot stud'es contrasted the
written and oral versions of the same speeches, writing
samples at different score levels, journals, textbooks
and social notes in a tenth grade class, journals' an'd
essays, and the story styles of five pre-schoolers.
The results of one pilot study are shown in' the Appen-
dix. From these four pilot studies and other research
studies (Loban, 1976; Kroll, 1977; Chafe, in press)
came many of the words and features which were counted.

In summary, the present study, as an approach to
higher order skills in writing, will investigate the
presence of conytcsatIgnal and OCCSental4Da1 ispeech
events in school writing at various levels oftcom-
petency. But first two criticisms of style typologies
in general must be considered:

A typology is a classification and a typology
of styles is an arrangement of styles into
categories such as periods of time (Eliza-
bethan, Restoration, Victorian, or modern),
Ciceronian, or of impression, such as ornate,
formal learnedb simple, plain, and casual.
Such Oassifications are based on the belief
that 0.0ups of Wtiters have styles that are
alike and that any single member of such a
group is typical of it. I. am convinced that
this belief, which* has a certain antiquity in
literary history, is false and unnecessary.
It cannot contribute anything to our under-
standing of literary style. (Millic, 1967,
p. 66).

Mil e, two criticisms of style typologies-,-that
members of a c egory must have exactly the sane
features of the category and that any single merntrer



must by typical of the category--assumes a classical
logician's approach to defining words and establishing
typologies. For the classical logician, a word has
meaning if it is used in a sentence, and one can
specify the necessary and/or sufficient conditions (or
tests) which will establish' that the sentence is true
or false. One does not have to be able to carry out
the test, only state it. For instance, the sentence
"Baron Munchausen pulled himself out of. ,the water by
lifting himself by. the hair" has meaning only if we can
identify the specific features which the world must
have for the sentence to be true (Allwood, 1977, p. 4).

Another approach to defining words and establ(tsh-
ing typologies, used by ordinary language philosophers,
is to search- for family resemblances instead bf the
definitive list of features. Wittgenstein, for
instance, argues that words like game or chair dc not
have a uniform set' of necessary and sufficient condi-
tions or features for testing wtiether something is or
is not a game or chair. These terms, says Wittacni-
stein, have family resemblances in which no single
trait or condition need apply to all items which belong
in the set (Wittgenstein, 1953, pp. 66-67) . Thus

insistence on a single set of features apply-
ing to all members of a typology is not a necessary
condition for establishing typologies,L

Furthermore, Millic's insistence that "any single
member of such a group is typical of it" is incon-
sistent with what recent psychological research says
about how human beings make typologies. Eleanor Rosch
(1977), as noted earlier, proposes that the fundamental
conceptualization of the world is in terms cf discrete
UCCaaILICI. These laLaCtIVIC2 are 'the basic"members of.
a category, and not all members of the category are
equally representative. Rosch had people compose sen-
tences with the word tried in them; then she replaced
the word blEd with names like mullt, gcnswin, chiclup
and Lobin; and finally she asked people to rate how
sensible the resulting sentences were. People rated
sentences with chicken and =Min as odd and sentences
with cotla as sensible. ackin is the prototype, the
more typical instance of the category tits!.

The evidence, that typologies are held together by
prototypes which capture the central tendencies of the
typology cones from a variety of sources. As noted
earlier, Bruner lief al, in a study of thinking, dis-
cussed the importance of a "typical instance" for sub-
jects attempting to set a color wheel to a given color
(1956, p. 64). In another study, Perlin and Kay (1969)
have shown that in color' naming, one must distincuish
between focal and non-focal colors, On the color
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continuum, focal colors are those points which speakers
of diverse languages agree represent tie best examples
of "basic color categories."

Contrary to Millicfs views, a typology can have a
fuzzy boundiry and still cohere around a prototyre or
typical instance of the category. Two essential points
have been made. The firsAr essential point is that thP
criteria] features, whatever they are, must be present
to some degree but after a certain point relative fre-
quency is not that important in categorization. A.
feather or two may classify an objiect as a bird. An
incrpase in the number of salient features may net be
that important ror all practical purposes. The
saliency.of some important features appears not to to
based on frequency of occurrence (Bates and MacWhinneN.,
in press;,MatWhinney, 1980; Tversky, 1977).

The same is true in speech events. A "you" in one
or two places can establish the existence of a ccnver-
sational speech event without having to keep repeating

.

the marker of direct address 'throughout., Because tot-,1
feature concentration is more important than number of
features relative to the number of total words, words
and linguistic units marking speech events are totale-
and...not divicied by the number of words. The followin'
distribution shows how differences in the markinc of
speech events are lost when markers are divided ty
total words:

_5L2Lt_LCYC1i....-AVOYCLIdLIDOd1..ledIUECI___1 ____Cli1C^La1t1041.1edidiel_1
I Divided by I Not Divided byl Divided by I Not Divided byl
1 ... 1 I 1 1
1

1ADIAOLd5i___IlAdi-Win45--1--1ina1_1014.1.--Badl_WQLdi--1

______2:3_ 1 11625 I 219063_ I_ AMC_ 1_ t11121----15-6 I .15,90 I 17.2109 I .090 I 9.6190 1

1
.

1 46 1 .. 1 I
0-2 1 Anil 1 2522553 1 :Ml.._..F......_13.3521____t11-12 I 23.7373 I 23.0000 I

i

.1196 I

1 1 le, I 1

The second essential point is that categories of
speech events ate organized around typical instances.
The typical insetancesspPoposed for this.study arc
LtmeaL5ationa and pccaentatim. Similar Contrasts
have been proposed by'others, as noted in Chapter One
(Beneviste, 1966; Richards, 1924; Olson, 191304 Hem-
burger', 1973; Halliday, 1970; and Chafe, 1981).

Vw
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These characteristics of Encciabg problems--misspellings. letters copied aver, immediate s
from cursive to printing, and non-rhetoriCal
fragments,--were div d by the total number of words,
resulting in the end g index. Total number, of
eacgding problems wer Lvided by numbee of words
because the nuimber o ords is a measure of how many
opportunities the subject had to make an cacciding
errors. Total number of letters would have been an
eveh better measure. Total number of camuling problems
alone could be misleading because two tees:nal:1g problems

466 out of a. total of 200 words should he weighted less
.7 than two encoding problems out of 25 words.

,The score categories were arranged in four sets:
(1) scores 2-3, (2) scores 5-6, (3) scores 8-9, and (4)
scores 11-12. The scores in 1980 and 1978, as noted
earlier, result from readings by two.Teaders who score
the paper on one (bottom) to six (top) scale. If the
two score diArfe by more than one, then the paper is
read a third eime to resolve the discrepanc.i. lhe two.
scores are then combined, producing the two to twelve
scale which is the basis'of this study. Because-any
number on, the one to six vale can be combined with the
number jdst above or just below itg,a score of three
could be considered the same as a cur or a two, a four
the Same as a five or three, and so forth. Therefore,
the numbers between sore categories were dropped so as
to reduce, as much as possible, any overlapping tenden-
cies among score categories. '1981 papers had one read-
ing which wls'doubled.

Because the 1981 letters and essays were written
by different students and the 1980 letters and essays
were written by the same students, and becausegetters
and' essays constitute very different modes, the data
wasLanalyzed in three sets: (1) letters, (2) essays,
and (3) combined letters and essays. An analysis of
varian was used to determine whether the occurrence
of featlires of speech events or encoding problems
varied significantly from one score group to another
and to determine whether the between groups variation
was greater than the within groups variation. Next the
Scheffe procedure was used to determine significant

,

differences, if any, tetweeri a given pair of score
groups in the occurrence of musIdiag problems and
speech event features. Because between group differ-
ences were always much greater than within group varia-
tions, within group variations are not reported.
Scheffe results are reported when two croups are sicni-
ficantly differerit at the p .05 level or beyond. All
results are correlational relationships, not causal,
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although these correlational relatio ships will some-
times be used to suggest the Oossibi ity of a causal
hypothesis,, which, of course, would ave to be tested
with different procedures.

amain tbt Hating Emoms fu I desrIalms

Video-taping'was used to sam le the pUses of high
school writers during the writing process. The studio
hook-ups acid studio time for taping six students writ-

, ing'two essays--two of the stude is at low levels of
competency, two in the middle, .nd two)

at high levels-
-became available,during the su mer of 1980 and thp six
subjects were saolected from a opulaticn 'of 200 high
school students attending a su mer school. Five parti-
cipated.

The' students were then oven all the time they
needed to write on the follo ing topic:.Describe a
favorite_ place, telling w'hy it is your favorite. This
topic clpsely matches the essay topics in the 1961
reading. The second topic was based on interviews con-
ducted while the students ere driven to- the video tape
sessions. The beliefs an interests of the students
were used to design an argument topic. "The topics
given were:

Explain why Propos tion 9 'should not have
been pa,ssed, givi g your reasons for your
agreement with th¢ electorate. (Fred C.)

Explain why stud nt rebellion is probably
justified. (Jane Y.) .

Explain why wo
(Bill F.)

should not be' drafted.

Explain why 12 .npig is a better book than
Kgic.c.1 (Shirley E.)

Explain why Leonard is a better fighter than *6.

Duran (George J.).
/

The subject w s given 45 minutes' for 'the second
topic, and at the nd of that time was interviewed for
reactions about th writing episode. All the students
finished well befo e the end of the writing pericd.
F tudent was asked to explain how he/she began,
w or not any ptanni.ng took place, what sections
gave e most trouble5 and 'how the student knew when
he/she was completed. Fred is the only writer of ".the
five who scratched no es befori. writing. He did this
only on Ahe argument, and what he wrote was "Ethos" and
"Pathos." He said he as reminOing himself of some. of
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the rules of argument' taught him by his teachers.
Except for this one instance in Ftedos case, the
retrospective interviews were not hrlpful in the
analysis of the tapes. The. students were also asked to
de cObe their general performance in school, and the
st ent estimates of their own writing was consistent
wi the estimates of the teachers.

The six subjects were selected by asking teachers
fa ecommend one good writer and 9n' had writer from a
high school summer class given as pert of an Mapleton
schbol district 'rogram. From the twelve students nom-
inated, six were selected for video-taping. These six
students 'had taken the district proficiency exam in
wrinnggand these scores, ass well. as the other ttst
scores, were available. (Inc of the six did not appear
for the video-taping, and the resulting sample of five
had the following characteristics:

__SIUDLEILIG6ADI1 _AGIUSHLLIIMILLUAUILIALNIUSICALL1'
Ilfall1 ISCOR.SCORE I 0 SCORE I SCORE! 1iiiii i _I I

ECCd_EA___LAILIAILIOA___,..i___IN__i___10(Lidigh-i
Jane Y. I 11 I 171 10 1 11 1 100 I 100 !High 1

i I i I I I ._I i
Dill_EI___1_11_1_1/1_,AA___1_1____li__1____71..111ddli
Ge.orge J. 1 11 1 171 2 I 2 1 3P 1 20 1Low .1

i 1 I 1 41" 1 I 1
5hIcley_Eat__LILLIOI__121___321____1LA____11.1Low I

O Subject's scpres were missing. Sutjects,
wrote samples In summer of 140 and they writ
scored en the spring of 19P1 at the district
reading.

tia

Video taping the actual writing on the paper at
t°he moment of processing is important, because in a
tipn to contrasts of different levels of performi!nce, a
Ifudy'of the writing process needs direct observaticry
Pianko (1979) had a record of. homer many times pauses
occurredp.hased on video tapes that apparently-did riot
shoa the writing, but Oiank9rhad to rely oh the
subject s memory about- the where and the why of the
pause. Pianko's reports from subjects were indirect
6hse,rvations, retrospectives after the task was cm-
plefed. Atwell (1911), like Pianko, divided pauses
into long and short, .but the exact location of the
pauses was apparently.not recorded. Atwell, also like
Piankoi us0 indirect reports of the writing proctss.

Ar BESTCOPYAVAILABW.
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The arrangement in the studio, the image on the screen, and examples of coding on the
papers are shown below (see Appendix A for examples of coded papers):

5C,ciE.t..),

NO4t2 4.4??1,)-e Mas+
C14565 at-,c/
PS h.o lAzd ets 0A)1

. CODES USED ON STUDENT COMPOSITION WHEN PAUSES WARE ANALYZED:
V

- 8 second pause at this point

, RC

( 1Luaer 1,6

wale (10 Subject moves from now back to point between time and was, pauses
.

for 4 deconds and scratches was, pauses for 2 seconds and writes is.

Subject recopies the.

r"OPlitt644
till, old Coe' Cwt' owc\V 'Veil /Way' revx# ACus-e-)

ag -ific
.

...

Subject at house goes back to A
< and makes correction after 3

second pause, and thdn to B and
after 4 second pause makes anoth correction (adding the). The corrections
are described a; the bottom of the typed copy of the essay.

NOTE: A stop watch was used while timing the pauses. This provided a double check on pause
time, the cipck on the screen and the watch in hand. Each student was analyzed twice.

56
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Another kind of indirect report is the Flower and
Hayes (1979) "talking-aloud" approach. In this
approach, the subject attempts to say aloud his/her
thoughts at 'the very moment of writing. This approach
cannot be used with some subjects because the "talking
aloud" interferes' with the actual process of writino.
However, Flower and Hayes (1979) report that with
training, some subjects become excellent "talking
aloud" informants. In any case, the indirect observa-
tion, wheither retrospective (Pianko, 1979; Emig, 1971)
or "talking aloud" (Flower and Hayes, 1979; Pen 1979)'
still leaves problematic how writers might to automa-
tizing or chunking during the writing process. !:elf

report procedures are better suited for studies of the
overall stages of the writing process and the resources
and 'approaches to planning.

(Out the focus of this present study is the absence
of automaticity and chudking at the moment of writing
and good sources of data on this issue are the writing
samples showing micsuilasi problems and the pauses show-

ing the writing flow. The writing samples are a useful
combination with the pause data because while the pause.
data gives the description of individuals, the writing
samples give a group picture of what the coding prob-
lems 'night be. Bridwell (1960), for example, showed
that poor writers tend to revise at the surface and
lexical Levels, surface referring to spelling and
mechanical problems and lexical referring to changing
words. Because Bridwell's papers' -were scored by gradu-
ate students, without any reference to district stan-
dards, and because_ the writing task had not been
dated by teachers and others as a task represeking
school goals in writing, the question of good and poor
in the context of school performance is left somewhat
in doubt. In summary, this present study will focus on
writing samples for evidence-of group trends in prob-
lems and focus on pauses in five case studies for evi-
dence of different processing strategies during the
writing episode.

cg ding eatilt5 40 Ibt Yidesi-Ints

After the taping sessions were completed, the cod-
ing of the behaviors on the tape beoan. The first sten
was two one-hour practice sessions to establish a ten-
tative code and another two-hour session to check the
accuracy of the timing of the pauses. The first deci-
sion was not to count one second payses. The reason
for this is that these oausel consistently occurred in
all the writing episodes and 'at all places in the text.
Fi.nding the same pattern, Matsuhashi (1979) made the

same decisior). All two-second pauses and longer were
counted in seconds. A stop watch was added as a couble
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check for long pauses. If a subj ct paUsed, the inNes-
tigator punched the stop watch, watched the clock in , ,.
the upper right corner, and counted: "one thousand-one,
one-thouvnd two..." With very little practice the
count began to match both" the watch and the clock. if
the pauses were longer thab six seconds or if several
short pauses occurred close togethgr, the investigator
stopped the tape and reviewed the sequence, checking
the, timing. The times and codes were listed on a copy
of the student's paper (see Appendix) and, the student's
paper and the coding were typed (see Appendix). The
five tapes were coded twice. . * .

For a reliability check, a summer assistant in the
media lab was hired for five hours, one hour for prac-
tice and four hours for scoring the pauses in twc writ-
ing episodes, o e a narration and the other an argu-
ment.ment. The two apers)had a total of 167 pauses and
instances of ei ht of the nine categories. The coding
of the assistant was correlated with that of the inves-
tigator, coding differences of one second as the same
score. The correlation of the two codings was .e7.

AmaIxail of the, Warn of the Yideo-IaRca .4. _

0

The data collected on each' of the five student?
included: (1) the video tape of two writing episodes,
(2) the writing samples from the two writing episodes,
and (3) the audio tapes of the interviews. The audio-
tape data was not used. The coding of the video-tapes
was done on the writing samples and then the samples,
were re-typed so that the location of the pauses, all
moves forward and backward, and all revisions could be
shown.

The pauses for each of the five subjects were
'sorted into eight categories representing linguistic
units of different sizes and in the case of subordina-
tors and corrections, activity units with diffgrent
Npurposes: (1) pause in the mdle of a word, (2) pause
In the middle of a phrase (exemple: after in in prepo-
sitional phrase), (3) pause before a phrase (after sub-
ject, in front of predicate, after prepositional
phrase, before verb phrase, before object or comple-
ment), (4) pause before or after coordinator (and, but,
or), (5) pause just before subordinate clau3e warkers
(who, while) and before or after comma at the end of
introductory subordinate clauses, (6) pause, in front of
sentences, (7) pause In front of paragraphs, and (P)
pause before correction. No other types of pauses were
found.

The data was then analyzee for the follobing
information: (1) for each of the eight categories

4
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above, the total number of pauses, the total pause
time, and the average time per pause in the category;
(2) words per single pause; (3) words per net secondi
after pause time subtracted; (4) percentage of total
pause time for each of the eighti.catelories; (5)crank
.ordering of percentage of pause Iime for each of eight
categories, including average rankings for top, middle.
and bottom groups; (6) pause time Ass percentage of

total time, (7) average time.per coordinator and subor-
dinator, (8) compariSon of total time devoted to pauses
¶n argument and narration, (9) compa,rison of average
pause time before coordinators and 'subordinators, (10)'
comparison of average pausc time, for coordind.tors and
subordinators in the narratives arld the'arguments, and

(11) a frequency count of different types of revisions.
including the frequency with which the writers skipped
mot than orf word in a revision. The charts (Appen-
dix) summarize some of the counts, perdentages, and

rankings.

The number of subjects (5) was, of course, too
small for signifjcance tests, but descriptive means (X)
were calculated. Because the subjects did not distri-
bute themselves into all cf the score croups used in
the analysis of papers, different score groups had to
he used to examine descriptive trends. These groups
were score categories 2-4, 6-7, and 9-11. A second
grouping of pause'data contrasted the fi-equency of

pauses and the writing time in the two modes, arsument
and narration.-

Samuling Qf Balms in the Ion eaceti CdieSQLX

Two anchor papers ranked at the top in the read-
ings of 1980, 1981, and .1982 were used to sample
characteristics of eagolijoEy prose. the term ezooli:
tocy prose is difficult to define because its hroad
meaning is informative writing and its more narrow
meaning is the informative writing that "seeks to
explain, analyze, and explore" (Kane and Peters,
1q66:23). In this present study egoglitoEy prose is

the formal writing hat occurs at the top level ct con-
petency in school w iting requiring an explanaticn cf
6something (why a p ace or person is a favorite and why
someone should be hired for a job). The top level in

this study is 'category twelve.

6.0d1Y111 Qf Ibe LARC21.1.132EY entE2
1 .

the analysjs of the expository papers focused on
(1) sentence forms which were unusual, (2) the usesof
overall organizational conventions such as comparison
and contrast, (3) patterns of subordination antVcordi-
nati6no4and (4) the opening and clos'ng.

\.,,
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Summdcx

The present study of various levels of Competency
in school writing, used a variety of-data, depending on
the problems of competency at a given level. For
instance, written products give some useful data tor
studying the problems of writers at the lowest levels
of competency, but the video tapes add an essential
dimensibn--an examination of the writing as it occurs
in time. This dimension seems less useful as a
description of what seems special about the top level
of competency in school writing. The top level seems
to require a close examination of a few papers. The
distinctive .qualities of these top papers are not as
easily codified as are the features of malycLABLign1
and atlicaIdtilml underlying the writing at varicus
levels. In any case, the purpose of this present study
is' descriptive, And the picture that emerges at this
point',,s not intended to be predidtive.

CURILlit 11: Lilt Connitlye 'ask: Eacadinn In HEIIins

The present study-asSumes that the problems of
writers at the lowest levels of competency are best
understood as the problems of students who cannot han-
dle the cognitive demands of a writing task. Three
models of cognition have been proposed: (1) Bottom-Up,
(2) Top-Down, and (3) Interactive. In the Bottom-Up
mode.' (LaBerge and Samuels, 1974) the learner directs
attention to ncoming data, activates a stimulus
analysis which; is either automatic and,fast or atten-
tional and slo*, recodes the stimulus a§ input in
another stage df% serial stage process, and then
recodes the input from the second stage for yet another
stage. For example, letters arelirecoded as words,
words recoded as slots in a sentence, and ssa forth. In
the Top-Down model (Smith, 1973) on the other hand, the
learner directs attention tO the incoming data, then
directs attention to a conscious hypothesis about the
data, and then verifies hypothesis by sampling data or
changes the hypothesis. In thit day, letters are syn-
thesized into sentences Hy applying hypotheses ("This
is a sentence about...)) to samples of the lower-level
stimulus (the letters).

Stanovich (19e0) argues that both Bottom-Up and
Top-Down models are inconsistent with various research
findings., Rumelhart (1977) and Danks (1977) have shown
that higher level processes can affect 14Per levels,
and Stapovich (lNBO) reports research suggesting that
Top-Down processing is unlikely in the few milliseconds
that is required for a fluent reader to.recognize most
words. The cogni.tive model guiding the research
reported in this chapter is an interactive model.



First, two mechanisms of memory activation are at work,
automaticity and attention, and both can occur simul-
taneously (Posner and Snyder, 1975). ,The mechanism of
automaticity responds to letters -byffactivating both
low-level stimulus analysis (thOse-letters make what
words) and.semantic analysis in related or associated
.memory locations (those words make what meaning).,
Automaticity is fast, does not use attention, and does
not inhibit retrieval. Simultaneously, the mechanism
of conscious attention, responding not to the letters
and words of the moment but to the plot or'meaning of
the preceding context, activates the semantic analysis
predicted by the plot or the expected meaning (the plot
predicts-what words/1th what meaning). Attention is
slow, has limited c palCity, and inhibits the retrieval
of information from unexpected locations in semantic
memory.

A compensatory principle it always at work (Stano-
vich, 1980). If the learner has a deficit in' any
knowledge source, the learner will rely on other
knowledge sources, regardless of their level in the
processing hierarchy. When automaticity produces
usaible results (words that make sense), rapid,
context-free word recognition takes place. When word
recognition is slow and unsuccessful, attention has
time to intervene, inhibit retrieval of information
from unexpected sources, and retrieve information from
the expected memory location.

In an interactive model of cognition, poor writers
would suffer from two conditions--the multiple levels
condition and the, longer route condition. The multiple
levels condition is based on a multiple levels theory
of vemory which requires that attention be used for
higher levels of planning. If automaticity is handling
the level of translating sounds to letters and words, ,

then attention can be expended on intearating sentences
and paragraphs. But if attentional capacity must be
expended on writing a particular word, then no,atten-
tionis available for integrating large units cf text.
Thus, poor writers will not write many large units.

The longer route corrdit ion is based on a d4lex
theory which divides memory into a two stage route of

k Short Term Memory (STM) and Long Term Memory (1TM).
This theory predicts that not all words on a list are
remembered equally well. When subjects are given a
forty word list and asked to immediately/ rec41 the
words, they remember the words at the end very well,
thus recalling them first and producin0 curve upward.
They then recall the words at the beginning well
because those words entered an uncrowded short term
memory, producing a curve which begins high and
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declines. And last they then recall the words in the
middle-, usually very poorly because these words were
entering a 'crowded short term memory one after the
other, producing a flat, low line (Murdock, 1962, see
Appendix The duplex theory predicts that the
curve upward at the e'rld, called the.recency effect,
would disappear if there.were a thirty second delay for
recall during which the subject was asked to do some-
thing which prevented rehearsal of the words in STM.
Such an experiment was done, using arithmetic as the
interviewing task, and the recency effect did disappear
(Postman and Phillips,- 1965) .

This last experiment creates conditions very simi-
lar to those in writing. That is, the beginning writer
moves the sounds Of the w from Long Term Memory to
Short Term Memory, the strin of phonemes are, convertedto a string of letters,producing the "sounding-out" of
words (luria,-1970), and then the letters are
registered in linear fashion corresponding to the spa-
tial order of litters in a written word. The letters
are then retri

litters
one by one, and each letter is pro-

duced in turn by an appropriate sequence of hand move-
ments (Wing and Baddeley, 1980). Bemuse the hand
movements-- holding the pencil, making the letters, and
staying on the line-- can make retrieval very slow for
the beginning writer, the result predicted would be the
same as if the subject were doing arithmetic or some
other task preventing rehearsal of the letters in SIM.
Items at the end should be forgotten. Two experiments "
have tested this hypothesis in writing asad.have found
that for words of five or more letters, errors are more
likely in the last two letters than in the first two
(Chedru and Geschwind, 1972; Wing and eaddeley, 1980).

Poor writers, then, are those who have not automa-
tized the processing routes where possible, and, as a
result, the processing routes are longer and slower. .

The theory predicts, therefore; that the poor writers
will allocate more time to small units like lets,
words, and phrases than do competent writers. These
two distinctive conditions for writing--multiple levels
and longer routes--assume two different theories of
memory, the duplex thecry and levels theory. Klatsky,
among others, suggests that instead of being distracted
by the differenoks between the ,two moftas the best
approach "may be to combine the levels 'theory with the
duplex theory in order to develop theories of mewbry
which incorporate the best points of each" (1980:26).
Stanovich's interactive model provides such a combina-
tion and makes useful predictions about competercy lev-
els in writing.



1b Eacadiugt Ecohlems La Writing aamalcA

-Ali 342 samples of writing from 1980, 170 essays
and 172 letters. and 315 samples from 1961, 169 essays
and 146 letters, a total of 657, were scored for the
occurrence of ADdigg problems (misspelling, letters
recopied, and non-rhetorical .fragMents). These scores'
were divided by number of words to produce an gtugding
index. Next the cmgding index 'was correlated- with
scores, showing that coding problems had a negative
correlation with scores in both years, going as high as
-.72 in 1981 and -.61 ill' 198.0, and accounting for 52
percent of,the observed variance (R2) in 1981 and 37
percent of the observed variance (R2) in 1980.

The same patterns were 4flected in a separate
analysis of explained varlance.(R2), in letters and
essays: A

I .57Letter .32
1 Essay .44 .48

1

Next the scores from both 1980

.49 1

.46 1

and 1981 were
grouped into four score categories--scores 2 -3, 5 -6,
8-9, and 11-12-- leaving a net of 213 samples in. 19P1

and 2154samples in 1980.

A one-way analysis of the variance of elmgding
means among the score categories of 1980 and 1981
essays shows the following:

Source /Essays) D.F1 Sum of Sq., Mean Scli F Ratio1ProDel
1 1 1 ... 1 1 1

Ecteicen-gc21-1_31____A2541......1__&31N_1_1NA.2EL1ADQ41
Within Grps 1 2231 .7023 I .0031 I I 1

1 1 1 .. 1 1 1
MAL 1 ZZ61 1.e.5f2i. 1 AMU 1 1 I

---

The same analysis of 1980 and 1981 le ters shows -a
similar result:

52LIC.c.CLL.ctle.C11121111...a1102-QL.5s11....ftdC_5Q1-E-E41.14._LE.Qt1
PetNeen'Grps I 3.1 .7647 1 .2549 I 101.332, .0004

4 1 i 1 I I. I
iithia_ital___1_12/1____,A2MA__EQR5 I 11 .4 1
total 1 2001 1.2602 I 1

I. I I j 1

A Schef e procedure was used in both cases to determine
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where the sigbificant variation wa's occurring:.
Essays for 1980 and 1981

....-QLQual_itisiAlttaa_11AILLASAEA_12n_EcanfA_Int.LJec_dteol
I (2-3) 1 441.20661.11011.0166t .1731 to .2401 1

__I- I
iiii611 AW2III 1 651.04101.02961.00371 .0336 to .04Filv

I I I 1

Total 12271.08081.08561.00671
1 1 1 1 ...

*

OM.

.0696 to .0920.- 1

the groups that showed a significant difference at the
p. 05 level or beyohd were 1-4, 1-3, 1-2, and 2-3.

Letters for 1980 and 1981

Groups 114/qoiMean 15.0.1 S.E.1.95% for.Int. fcr Meant
I _I 1

II (5-6)1 6/.07691.0414 .0050 .0630 to .0 er9
1 1 1 1

til_iff:211_1/2.41111AQULALQ422_____AMZ_U_Agall
IV (11-121 2$.01711.0179 .0034 .0099 to .0244 1

1 1 I I

The groUps thliViii7e7)a significant difference at the
p. G5 level or beyond were 1-4, 1.,3, 1-2, 2-4, and 2-3.

The trends in the means are almost exactly the
same in,letters and essays, the only pair not 'shcwing a
significant difference. being groups 4 and 3. The
greatest amount ofsel=d149 problems occur in the
lowest score group, and the decline from group,1 to
group .2 is the biggest drop between groups both abso-
lutely and relatively. In fact, the mean for crcup 2
is very close to the mean for the entire sample of 201.
The point is that the dramatic drop in encoding prob-
lems between group 1 and 2 suggests that students at
the 5-6 score level have solved many of the cognitive
processing problems found at the lowest levels of com-
petency.

Another kind of problem, aS noted earlier, Is the
difficulty some students have processing small units
automatically, therefore reducing the attentional capa-
city available for large units. Largeunite,reduire
attentional capacity. Small units- require aitentlignal
capacity only if automattcity does not function Ili



adequately. Six errors i4pritified by teacher- reacers
of stydent papers can be divided into two categories,
one fbr small units and the other for larger units. _0
The small units are those requiring the writer to fans
on a single location on the page--for example, the
inflection for subject-verb agreement, pronoun case,
and past tense. The large units are those requiring
the writer to focus on two or more locations on the
page--for example, the punctuation for items in a
series, for introductory clAuses, holding in memory the
prior location of the subordinatUr; for independent
clai4ses, holding in memory the subject-verb to come or
the'subject-verN just written; and apostrophes, col-
lapskng two words into one, showing the ownership join-
ing two words, and showing plurals. A comparison of.
these two kinds of errors at each score level shows
that as the difficulties with small units decrease at
the lower levels (group 2), the difficulties with large
units increase:

___Scace_kuuct___i____Iaticctign____1-____Eunttuatim__1
ESSAYS

. I I I

1 1 1
__a_12-21 1 2.4M 1 AM 1

II (5-6) I .0101 I .021E I

1 I 1
___III_Ift=21_____1______ANit 1 £01121 1

IV (11-12) I .0011 I .0139 I

1 1 1
___in_z_Z18.1 1 *1.:i 1 n I

LETTERS I I I

__ 1 li 1 1
___LAZ-21 1 LQZ22 1 &QM I

II (5-6) I .0088 I .0204 I

1 1 1
_111_11=21 1 . AQQ2 1 AQ1Q2 I

IV (11-12) IX .0905 I .00ec I

1 + 1 1
___ia_NZ10.1_____1___11=1.11=2A1-2. 1 n-lati____1

* Pairs of groups which show significant difference of
the p. .05 level and beyond.

Although the distinctions between the two groups
are admittedly gross, the pattern of difference among
the score groups is instructive. First, in both
letters and essays, inflction problems reach their
highest lev61 at the lowest level of competency, and
punctuation problems reach their highest levels in
group 2. The decline of inflection from group 1 to/
group 2 is accompanied by an increase in punctuatidn
problems. The pattern is what one would expect. That
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is, as small units, become automatized and do not
require attentional capacity, attentional icapacity will
be allocated to the construction of larger units.
These larger units will at first be processed.awk-
wardly, producing -an increase in punctuation problems
in larglr units. In time, however, these punctuation,
problems will decline and eventually reach in the top
papers a processing level similar to that found in the
inflection problems of group 2.

Another indiction of processing capability is
speed and sustained periods of processing. As small
units like letters and wordi are automatized, the writ-
ing speed should increase, and this increase should be
indicated by the total number of words written in a
given, sustained period. In addition, as letters and
words are a4tomatized and larger units are, with prac-
tice, chunked, requiring little attention capacity,
information overload can be controlled, thereby easing
the strain of the cognitive task and making; sustained
processPhg easier. The problem for the .students at the
lowest levels of competency is that "mental effort" or
attention has to apply to everything, resulting in an
overload of too much to do:

Unless its releasing\component is activated
directly by- the immediatekperceptual input,
the activation or rehearsal of any scheme .
requires the application of "mental effort"
(Kahneman, 1973). Since the amOunt of mental
effort which can be applied at any one moment
is limited, the numbO of schemes which can
be actlgated in any one mental step is also
limited (Case, 1974:547).

tO

Total words, whether indicating speed within a given
tittle period or indicating sustained effort within an

\ allowed time period, can, therefore, suggest differ-
, ences of processing capability at different competency
levels. The distribution of total words per writing
sample in each score category is as follows:

4'1980 Essays

aQua1cUliatl___Mtd0_1..S&UAL_SLEal____251_Ccanta_lUtt_1
1 I b I 47.6671 21.01 8.5$ 25.6072 to 69.7261

1 1 1 1 1 1.
....2 1Z_Llaaabl_ilAi_Atai_105Aiite_to_lalA0251.

3 1 , 54 1 178.0553 48.4, 6.5, 164.E187 to 191.292$
11.. 1 1 1 1 1

.1,71_1__Ii...1.221AZEti_5fts,OLlt.../4IC122212..I.Q-Zttsli21
itITALI 116 1 154.870? 93.06 5.8$ 143.276 to 166.4te$



`*1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, 3-4
1981 Essays

1 I 38 I 40.3153 17.8$ 2.84 34.4483 to 4t.1831
1 I 1 1

3 I 11 I"149.181$ 33.21 10.01 126.8685 to 171.4951
i 1 1 1 1 1

TOTALI 111 1 115.0094 69.61 6.63 1C1.9149 to 128.1031
1 1 1 1 1 1

*1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-4, 3-4
1980 Letters

Groups Count Mean I S.0.1 S.E.I 95% Conf. Int. I

1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 33 I 92.87881 10.91 5.381 81.9104 to 103.84721
/ 1 1 1 1

__2-1Litt_1_1511.4Nai_22121-ii1121.1i/Aan-t4-10.tilial
4 I 14 1 188.28571 27.2$ 7.291172.5345 to 204.03691

1 1 1 1

IML1.....22_1_122iitta_t240_5.4.Q21123A1225`_10_1i/AMil

*12. 13, 143, 24, 34
1981 Letters

.414.

Ccoual_cQua___ttan_A_SAAL_SALLI___M_CsanfA_IatA___I
1 I 231 64.04351 35.41 7.381 48.7289 to 79.35801

I I 1 1

3. I 311 122.03231 26.31 4.721112.3737 to 131.69081
1 1 1 1 1 1

i____1_12.1_1tW/4021-Za15/-0.221.11.ilsliZZALIZELlt/E1
MALI 1021 104.65691 39.49 3.951 06.EC20 to 112.51171

1 1 I I 1

.1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, 3-4I

indicates pairs of groups which are siunificantly
different at the p. 05 level or beyond.

The Scheffe procedure above was applied after an
analysis of variance thowed sionificance in All sets of
data. Oh the average, students wrote longer papers in
1980, and this may have resulted from some variation in
the test condition such as letting students write until
the period4rell rings instead of harding in papers
befOre the bell. Wowever, ech year the students wrote



more words on essays. han on letters. this does not
necessarily i nd ic'at '-= ster processing. The students
may have spent less time writing the letters because
the social expectations are that the letter form will
be on the average shorter than the essay.

The.consistent,pattern in the eata is' a statisti-
cally significant increase in number of words from one
score category to another. in both letters and essays.
The only exception to this pattern is the abtence of
significdnt difference between groups 2 and 3 in 1981
essays. The consistent increase in number .of words per
writing sample sugcests .that the students at the upper
levels of competency have the ability to prodess writ-
ten language faster or have the ability and thp wil-
lingness to sustain processing for longer periods or
both.

The picture that emerges from the written products
is a large number of tacQding problems at the lowest
levels of writing performance (Group 1), a dramatic
reduction in such problems at the next level (Group 2),
then a small-decline from Group 2. to. 3. Group 3 was
not significantly different from Group 4 In enigting
problems in either letters or essays, but groups 3 and
4 were significantly different in total words. The
encadina problem, then, is especially significant in
the lowest levels of performance, and it explains
almost half the variance (R2) in competency ratings for
both the letters and essays from the two years (.49 and
.46). The next question is whethei- the students with
these encoding problems show an .absence of automaticity
and chunking.in their moment-to-moment writing.' This 4

requires a look at the writing behavicir of studertst
during the writing process.

Tbg EdUIC 51140.

The assumption is that pauses will occur where
attention is directed and that there is a hierirchy or
depth at various levels of processing. This last point
is one argued by LaBerge and Samuels: "When one
describes a skill at the macrolevel as being automatic,
it follows that the subskills at the mjcrolevel and
their interpretations must also be automatic" ,i1974).
Therefore, good writers, through; automaticity and
chunking, are expected to be at a -point.wtere attention
is directed .to larger units of language. Writers at
the lowest levels of performance, however, are expected
to be at a point where attention is directed to smaller
units of language. The work of Matsuhashi (1979) and
Chafe (1979) has shown that longer pauSes can le
expected to occur before breaks in laruer units of
discourse such as the paragraph. The question
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.
adlressed by this present study is how dorstiudents at
upper and lower 14Vels of performaore, as measUred ty a
di.strict standard, distributd their pauses during the
process of writing. Another form of the quest ion is
how do' ericgding problems, found to be .a primary problem
_in the written products of students at the lowest lev-
els of performance, revealy themselves during the course
of the writing episode.

_The pauses for the five subjects were sorted into
eight categories: (1) pause in the-middle of a word,
(2) pause in the middle of a phrase, (3)' pause before,a
phrase, (4.) pause before or after a coordinator,
pause before subordinate clause, (6) pause in front of
sentences, (7) pause in front of paragraphs, and (BY
pause before a correction. These pauses were then
analyzed by rank ordering and percentages, the result
appearing on the next page.

Six of the eight categories were divided into two
groups--one for small unit processing (pauses in the
middle of a word, in the middle of a phrase, and hefore
a phrase) and another for largt unit processing (pause
before subordinate clauses, pauses before sentences,
and pauses before paragraphs). The mean fX) of each
type of pause (time divided by total number of'pauses)
were added together and the result was the small unit
and large unit pauses for each score category, per
writing sample. Because each of the five subjects
wrote two papers, there *ere ten writing samples, and
because the five subjects did not represent all four
score categories, the 'subjects were grouped into thr-ee
categories--Proup Ia. low (scores 2-4)J group II-middle
(scores 6-7), and group III-high ( scores 9-11):

Small Units X Score Categories

GuALQ____Ruuct_tican.1.5.1Ull_fAELltinimuLtdaimut
I (Low 2-4) I 41 13.73442.316/1.198112.4524 17.204,

1 i t 1 1 I 1
il_itiddla_k:ZI___21_141t251L15.211Lft01211AZEILItaitl
III (High 9-111 41 10.33241.2641 .6,321 8.9331 11.9333

4 I 4 I I I ... I
1Qta1 1Q1-1ZiaQUAINLIMIA.42134-13XZial

Large Units X Score Categories

achii2 cQuat_lcdn.lai___14EA_Ainimumtaalmum
I (Low 2-4) 4 16.232111.3987 5.6993(6.3333324.2619

# 11.1tisIdlg_k:Z1__LA14alt41(2412M ALLZ21/24A4E3 Iattbt/
III (High 9-11) 4 35.1005 5.8047 2.902427.277e40.16°5

4' Total 10 28.908014.5348 4.5963 6,3333534;667
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The theory which framed the questions at the beginning
0 this chapter predicted that the writers at the
lowest levels of competency would be allocating more
processing time to-smaller linguistic units. This is,
in fact, what occurs.

The tables of small unilcand large unit means show
that the students at the Lowe t levels of competency,
when compared to other writers: allocate more pause,
time to small units, allocate less pause time than oth-
ers to big units, and have 4a larger range of pause time
allocated to both small and large units. The top writ-
ers, when compared to the others, have less pause time
allocted to small units, a middle amount of pause time '

allocated to large units, and a smaller range of pause
time allocked to both small and 'large units. The mean
pause times suggest that the middle competency writer
is giving his or her primary attention, on the average,
to.ldrge unit processing and still has some protlems
with small units. The low competency writer, on the
other hand, is, on the average, giving comparable
attention to both small and large units. Third, the
high competency writer is giving primary attenticn to
large units and minimal attention to small units.

This picture that emerges from the averages is
modified somewhat by the picture which emerges from the
percentages of total pause time allocate'd to large or
small units:

Writers % Small Units % Big Units Other I

(corrections)!

Top-Fred Nar
ALa

Top-Jane Nar
Arg

21.7 44.3 31.7
i/1.2 -2CLE____1

14.3 43.6 38.4 I

7.06 75.8 ' 15.0 1

I
Middle-Bill Nar 21.9

Aca 221.1
Low-steorcie Nar 44.2

Arg 56.0

68.7 4.0 1

5 .a2 14LC,___I
43.6 11.3' '1

13.5 30.2 I

Low-Shirley Nar. 39.6 37.5 '22.6
22.1.2 52.1/

The poor writers allocate about .40 percent or were of
their pause time to prdIcessing small units, but the top
writers allocte only abput 20 percent cr less. The top
writers allocate about 75 percent of tteir pause to
processing pig.units and revisions, but the poor

#4,



writers allocate only about 60 percent or less' to these
processes. The middle writer has a very high percen-
taoe of time allocated to large units, but the alloca-
tion to revision is very small. The accentAdf top

'writers on revision is one reason tht the top writers
have a smaller average pause time for larger units and
sometime a smaller percentage of pause time for larger
units. In the revision process top writers may to
allocating attentional capacity to units even lrger
than those included in the large unit category of sen-
tence, clause, and paragraph processing.

The number of words a writer skips backward'in
revision could be one indication of the size of the
unit being processed in /revision.. The better writers
skipped back in the text more than one word eight
(Jane) to fifteen (Fred) times while making revisions,
while the bottom writers did this only two (George) to
three (Shirley) times./ The top writers paragraphed in
their writing, and the average length of the pause time
before their paragraphs was ranked first or second
among their various uses of pauses. The bottom writers,
paragraphed only once, and this paragraph break was
small.

Another indication of he Oze,of ithe unit teing
proceSsed is thenumber of A rds per pause (divided
total number of words by total number of pauses):

TQP,,WRITERS: Fred: 4.66
Jane: 5.15

MIDDLE WRITER: Bill: 3.23

BOTTOM WRITERS: George: 2.23
Shirley: 1.90

This measure of processing shoivs that the
write in longer spurts, getting more down'
before they have to pause and attend to a

top writers
on paper
problem.

These processing, patterns are (till evident when
individual items within the categories are studied.
The top wr .4ters, Fred and Jane, allocate no time to
Mid-Word pauses and very little time tc Mid-Phrase
pauses, and process four to five words for every pause
used. In addition, the top writers appear to use
longer words. The-bottom writers, on the other hand,
use 40-Word pauses and substantial Mid-Phrase pauses,
and process only about one to two and a half wcres for
every pause used. Of the percentage of pause time
allocated to various functions, the top writers allc-
cated to Mid-Word and Mid-Phrase pauses only .C6
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percent to 9.4 percent of the total pause time. The
bottom writers, on the other hand, allocated 2C.t per-
cent to 38.8 percent of the total pause time tc the
small units at the middle of words and the middle of
phrases. Furthernore, in revision the bottom, writers
recopied letters and the top writers did not.

Another interesting pattern in the data is the
range of variation among writers at different coff-
petency levels. The point is ghat the range of pro-
cessing time may he as important an indicator of how
time is allocated as averages and percentages. The
assumption is that as a writer becomes more practiced
at processing small and large units, developing automa-
ticity and using attention to chunk units, the range of
the individual's processing time within a given unit
should narrow. The Tubject's processing caabiljties
have, in such a case, a practices central tendency.
There are two indicators of the processing stability in
the top writers. First, the standard deviations for
the large and small units (shown on page 76). The
total data set shows a standard deviation of 2.43 for
small units, but top, writers have a standard deviation
of 12> 1626. In large units, the total set has a
stan and deviation of 14.53, hut- top writers have
an S.D. of only 5.80. A second ineicatcr is whether
the subject's pause percentage fluctuats from letters
to esays. Of the total! time spent writing. what per -
cent age is allocated to pause and Oces this percentage
fluctuate from letters to arrgument?

NUMBER OF SECONDS USED 40 WRITE EACH WORD (AVERAGE/ I

INUI_CD0114P_EAULAIftl
Subject Argument Narriitive

i
Top Writers

I

Fred 3.26 . 3.63 I

Jain .2.625 Z111 _r- i
Middle Writers I

0111 3.4Q\ I4 ik .

!
1,/,...

Bottom Writers I

Geor9e 4.13 4.42 I

__...'.....5bilielf iapt 2.E1 t

In summary, the top students show smaller standard
deviations in their allocation of pause time, and bot-
tom writers show higher standard,devialions. Further-.

mote, the top writers allocate allout as much time to
pauses in n)rration as they do in argument., showirp a
practiced stability in their writing flow. Bottom
writers, however, show great variation from one writing .
event to another, showing that their writinu flow has

1,
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not yet stabilized.

In addition to the size of the unit processed and
the stability of the flow, there4is the issue of speed.
The vidc.to-tape data showed the following distribution
of seconds used to write a word (total seconds spent
writing, pause time excluded, divided 11, number of

Mihrds):

0

......

NUMBER OF SECONDS USED TO WR1Tb EACH WORD (AVERAGE)
nig EUVNIINE_PAUE. Iltil '1

Subject Argument Narrative
I

1
Top Writers

i

Fred 3.2F 3.03 I

'hoe Z.25. 2./1 I
Middle Writers

1

Bill 3.40 3.60 I

1
Bottom Writers

i

George 14.13
4.42

I

SnIcley het ZALI I

,r4

Shirley's rather fast rate in narration (201) is
especialll interesting because Shirley allocated '-'7.711
percent of her tine to pauses while wri-ting narret ion.
One inference is that hecause Shirley stppped end
planned her writing, she got an executive schene to
organize her writing at several levels of processing,
thus, she was atle to write faster when she did write.
On the other"hand, when Shirley reduced her pause time
almost by half in argument, she found herself writing
at the slowest rate of any of the writers.

The patterns of writing at the lowest levels of
competency haVe.interesting sinilarities to lanouzgc
patterns in oral language. In the development of young
speakers, conversational structures arwrrecedfd t'y
pre conversations like peekaboo names. These pre-
conversations include such speech' forms as bahhling and
labeling, and these forms have some of the qualities '

t- whlhe appear in. the pause data and writing sanr1rs:
fr.equent encoinv problems, frequent processing of the
language in short spurts, as shown in the frequent
pauses-around small units, and signs of interactions
with a pre-conversationa1 partner. These last

.

ures, thi& signs of interaction, become evident In
.

02tnaltlall erns described in the next
c Adpter. the anguaqe tterns in the papers at the
lowest levels of competency do, therefore, sugcest a



aCa-CQ0=csatignal speech event underlying the text.
This aCt-ci2DYCEldt1M141 or 11302ding speech event is a
critical period in the development of oral language
skills.. The emidlag problems, like babbling, in oral
language, are viewed as efforts to develop new struc-
tures, not as Just errors and deficits to be lamented.
A pimilar attitude is suggested here for written lan-
gauge.

%

The picture that emerges is one
01.
in which the

writer at th lower levels of performance' leads a much
more erratic life during the composing process, averag-
ing only a few words between pauses,, allocating most
pdbse time to small units, and having a larger range of
pause time -while moving from one writing episode to
another. This picture is quite consistent with a
theory which predicts coding problems, and the absence
of chunking and automaticity among beginning writers.
This picture is also qUite consistent with the other
behaviors that were noted during the writing episodes.
The poor writers, at one time or another, sounded-out
words, one of the poor writers sounding-out frequently.
Second, the poor writers seemed to te physically
straining themselves during the writing. This was sug-
aested by a visible tensing e# the muscles, by heavy
breathing, and by an awkward twisting and turninc
around and over the paper on the desk, one student,lay-
ing her head sideways on the desk and looking at her

pencil in profile while she continued to write.

The middle student, Bill, is an example of someone
who received a passing score on the letter with a
minimum score (7) but did not receive a passing score
on the essay 16). In the pause stddy, the middle stu-
dent used 3.40 and 3.60 seconds for each word, hicher
than one top,,tudent in both samples .and lower than
another in narriation. This pattern of overlapping with
top students is evident in other pause figures. The

nextChapter will examine the special problems of stu-
dents in the middle group with failing scores of 5-t.

QALIE Y: Ibc 5ucitainguistic Iask in ftiiins: ELQW
coittuatignytQ Eitual EUM WDY2 5AtiODI tQ Eitual

In the previous chapter, the students at the
lowest levels, of competency in itinq were found to
encounter -f problems in the cognitive processing
of small units. Nevertheless, students at the middle
levels of writing competency, although showing substan-
tially fewer problems in the cognitive processinc of
"small units, sometimes still did not achieve a minimum
level of competency in writing. The problem of the
middle level writer appears to be difficulties Mitt
higher order skills. The question addressed in this
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chapteris what are those highe,order skills?

Neither.the shorter route nor the multiple levels
conditions in theories of memory, both of which helped
explain the antecedents. of encoding problems, provide a

l'L

useful understa ding of what these higher order skills
might be. Yet, if a. theory of writing, with its owri
inherent lawfuln ss, can be(constructed, then these
higher order skills and the 'antecedents must be
understood.

A promising framework is sociolincuistics. This
line of inquiry has had two traditions, one emphasizing
relationships between the writer and the audience and
the other emphasizing relationships between the writer
and the subject. The project for the first line of
inquiry was outlined by Socrates:

he who' would be an orator hassto learn the
difference of the human souls--they are so
many and of such a nature, and from them come
the differences between man and man. Havins
proceeded thus far in his'analysis he will
next divide speeches into different
classes:--'Such and such persons,' he will
say, 'are affected by this or that kind of
speech in this or that way,' and he will tell
you why. The pupil must have a good theoret-
ical notion of them first, and then he must
have experience of them in actual life ...."
(Edman, pp. 318-319).

A recent example of this tradition is a study by Fuhin
and Piche (1979), who exaWined how changes in;the
intimacy or distance between.writer and audience influ-
enced student writing.

The second line of inquiry, emphasizing the rela-
tionship between the writer and the subject, is
represented by Britton's investigation of the specta-
tor, expressive, transactional continuum with its
underlying contrast betariin the subjective and otjec-
tive experience (Pritton, 1973); Applebee's investiga-
tion of the continuum of elaborative %hoice, with its
Underlying contrast between the "definitive, fully
'articulated summation of an established, system" and
reformulations which stress the uncertainty of the
established system (Applebee, 1978); and Moffett's I-It
relationship, which Moffett joined with the speaker
audience-relationship (I-you) to form the universe of
discourse (Moffett, 196P). Moffett's writer-subject
continuum, like Pritton's, contrasted, the subjective
and the objective.
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The third line of inquiry is suggested by
Brilton's description of poetic language as the use of

1pnguage to make a i'verbal Construct," "an object," or

a *formal pattern" (Britton, et al, 1975). Tr4nsac-
tional Language, on the other hand, is used "to cet
thingS done" (Britton, et al, 1975:88). The focus in
these distinctions is not on the'writer-audience rela-
tionship or the writer-subject relationship but on thf

text as a medium. the underlying distinction in
Britton's examples / is between texts as permanent
objects and texts as transitory events. A similar line
of inquiry and a similar distinction appears in the

investigations of Mary Louise Pratt (1977) and Walter
Ong' (1977).

These three dimensions of audience, subject, and
text are the written forms of the three major charac-
teristics which sociolinguists have identified in
speech events: participants, ends, and setting (Pymes,
1972); participants, purpose, and setting (Brown and
Fraser, 1979); interlocutors, topic, and setting (Fish-
man, 1972); and participants, subject matter, ant chan-

nel (Halliday. 1978).

In the present study, the speech events underlying
a text will have three dimensions: distancing, the way
the relationship between the writer and the audience is
defined,"either close or far; processing, the way the

reality of the subject is projected, as approximate or
definite and as easy or hard; and =jelling the way the
text is projected, either as transitory or permanent.
Each of these dimensions of a speech event is sicnatled
by a word or phrase invariant or proba-

bilitic (Browp and Frase 197b:37). IQU and at for

example, are invariant signals of close sal/Ancini.
These 'three dimensions will be grouped into three

speech events-- c4DYCLULIQD5. latledatkIin5. and mg:
sitioas The first two are the primary concern of the

middle competency writer.

nataraciasa Lacs

ccantEldLiQUI ap d cu:scatAtim follow a different
set of rules in distancing. mucelaing. and MOOtling.
Cowqrsatiga eStablishes very close diltdaLlasi among
partipants, an approximate reality in LEM11.110 and
an impermanent text in modelinr. The close djsteacing
of cgoytElgtiQn has been remarked upon by,Hardinc: "The
gossip implicitly invites us to agree that what he

reports is interesting enough to deserve reporting and
th.tt the attitude he adopts, openly or tacitly, is an
acceptable evaluation of events" (Hardine, 1962, e.

137). Grice (197c) has descrited this close distancing

as the cooperative principle of natural fanguape.
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Grice argues that under the rules the writer is
required to follow four maxims: to be relevant (makiM
of relations), to be truthful (maxim of quality), to be
inforipative (maxim of quantity), and to be clear (maxim
of martner4. But the listener is required to invoke
implicature (some implication) so that the rules will
appear, to beefollowed. Robin Lakoff (1979) finds
Gricels maxims to be unworkable for conversations, but
she agrees that listener implicature is essential. But
what is implicated in conversations? R. Lakoff sug-
gests three different sets of politeness rules. The
position taken in this present study is that cmayeLla=
tiQn1 invokp the distaming rules of equality or
camaraderie: act as though you and the addressee were
equal; make him feel good. Gricess coowation yrinci-
ple is, therefore, typical of onversations, but
Grice's maxims are typical of he Recleteling rules
writers follow in intsugatignI, not golygElatkol. In
comccsatiOnal texts, writers and readers are expected
to follow -the peocessing rule of approximation, Loth
readers and writers invoking implicature frequently.

The cooperative principle is most often in effect
when the relationship between writer and reader is per-
sonal, reflecting the reciprocity, spontaneity, 'and
empathy found in dyadic conversation (R. Lakoff,
1981a). But, as Searle (1975:76-77) and others have
argued, normal conversational rules'are suspender' in
non- idiomatic cases. Pratt (1977) has called this
suspension of the cooperative principle in non-
idiomatic cases "putting oneself in verbal jeopardy."
She says that "Boring lectures annoy us more than bor-
ing turns in conversations" and that Alen all semtlance
of turn-taking is abandoned, as is the case in formal
PICStUldtign. the narrator engages in a game of "ver-
bal jeapardy" (p. 215) and the reader-assumes the
audience's "right to judge" (p. 110). Ills situation in
pultataxim wit be called the uncooperative principle
and it usually appears in some form in most handbooks
on writing. For instance, one handtook says that the
writer assumes "that-the burden of communication falls
mainly upon him" and demands "as little of the reader
as is consistent with his (the writer's) own inten-
tions" (Brandt, Beloof, Nathang.and Selph, 1969).

ProaQtalina ayica

The contrast between the diltancius features of
conversations (the cooperative principle) and distanc-
lng features of presentations (uncooperative principle)
Is also evident in the Rroces5ing features of Loth
forms. eeocessieg in etlayeesaligas, as noted earlier,
emphasizes -Jpproxirpations and a you-knew-what71-n(an
agreement between reader and writer that altifouct, the
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realitiesce not being clearly stated at the moment,
the realities are, nevertheless, clear in some approxi-
mate way. cilaymsatIga, say Berger and Luckmann,
"takes place against the background of a world that is
silently taken for granted" (1967, 2). Clark and nark
(1977) have called this the reality principle, an
assumption of cdnymsatisns that, co-occurs with Crice's
cooperative principle:

41.°14

According to the reality principle, listeners
interpret sentences in the belief that the
speaker is referring to a situation or set of
ideas they can make sense of. On this basis,
listeners can build-up an internal model of
that situation piece by piece (Clark and
Clark, 1977, p. 72).

In Clark and Clark's model, reality is easily
knowable, but in non-idiomatic speech events, particu-
larly third-person reports and explanations, the parti-
cipants assume that reality is more difficult to ,know.
These two different assumptions, that reality is either
easy to kno or hard to know, are marked by different
words. For instance, a number of studies have'sua-
gested that MYCLIALIQUAl speech events have &ore sim-
ple coordinators (and tut) and sequencers (t4en, 5Q)
than do formal written REcscatationl, which t nd to
have more enbedders (dhieb, tecausg) and par llelisms
(0Q1/tut, Cattr./sm) Davis, 041; Harrell, 1 57; Hunt,
1965; O'Donnell, 1967; Loban, 1976; Kroll, 77; Chafe,
in process). Schorer (1950) has noted that coordinat-
ing conjunctions like ands and tutA "suggest that the
several elementi in a sentence have equal importance or
unimportance." The suggestion that all eleinents are
equal is another way of saying that the efiefients
describe a reality which does not reguirc complicated
tools of analysis and which is rather e by to know.

Mile, whiz , if. a(=

Y;

However, connections like nimist'.
and ttla elevate some elements and subo dinate others,
creating a hierarchy in the organizatpon of reality.
Such a reality is more difficult to know and to
analyze.

.

In addition, various words signal the 12C4CCIl1n9
characteristics which project a reality as either
approximate or definite. George Lakoff (1975) has
show, how different hedges, .for example, distinguish
Letween approximations and definitions. UnStlY 121A:
ing is used as a hedge for approximations, luicily
sucaking tut defioltions:

' (a) loosely speaking, a whale is a 'manimal.

6
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(b) Strictly speaking, a whale is asmammal.

(c) Loosely speaking, a whale is a fish.

(d) Strictly speaking, a whale, is a fish.

(d) is false (or not reasonable) says Lakoff, Lecause
calling a whale a fish is an approximation of real t
not a definition, and strictly sneaking refers to a
"definitional and primary criteria"ftfor category
membership. (a) is false because saying that a whale
ks a mammal is a definition of,realLty, not an approxi-
mation, and bumely speaking is. an approximation in the
sense that it refers to secondary, not primary, cri-
,teria (pp. 239-240).

Hedges which project approximations of reality
sometimes distingulih between a generalized approxima-
tion and an approximation based on secondary proP6er-
ties. This is what happens with hedges like lonelY
sneaking and regulk:

a. Harry is a'ragular fish.

b. Loosely speakimg, Harry is a fish.

(b) seems strange, according jo Lakoff, because "it
asserts that Harry AS a member of th category fish to
some .;degree by virtue of havipg some econdary property
of fish. but, says Lakoff, (a) "s imp y says that he
swims well and is at home in the wate p while it
presupposes that he is'not a member of the category
fish whatsoever"-tp.n9). "Whatsoev may be too
strong. Harrry is not a fish as a re It of setondary
criteria, but he is a fish as a rsult f a generalized,
metaphoricarapproximation of reality.; ,

The approximate hedges are often .nformal words
like as= Qt, lcuatly aacaKinu. EtgUlA and kin Qf
--all of them ref ,rrring' to ejther seco dart' or general-
ized criteria and all of the typical f informal

'usages of clasSification.

Another aroup of words operates in ways very simi-
lar to hedges. First of all there are the informal
intensifiers like a lot, PitUtX4 YELL, andsteitX
(mah). Robin Lakot'f (1Q91b:46) has argued that these
intensifiers, although appearing to be very definitive',
are, asta matter of fact, approximations:

They state their claims more weakly than do
simple direct performative utterances.
Intensives do so by roundabout means, but tte
fact remains that the strongest argument is



the' most direct and understated.

These intensifiers, like the,)pproximate hedges,,have
their contrasting counterparts in generalizers like

typically, in gentcal and in essence 7-all of
then formal and definitive. In Robin Lakoff's terms,
the generalizers are more definitive because thcy are
more undeystated...

In summary, InOgeSling chracteristics divided
themselves between the easy, approximate reality of
informal, cnantsatisinal speech events, marked by such
words as gnat nit sift and U12011, and the difficult,
definitive reality of formal, explanatory or lecture-
type speech events,. marked 'by such words as tecgult,
Which technically' and in stb.pecal

N
grAnAlliag features often'vteract with clistancIng

features. For instance, the deflnitive, clear formula-
tion about reality can be a form ()T, illocutionary sui-
cide. That is, the clear formulation turns the speech
event into a presentation with sharing diminished or
eliminated, but the approximation keeps reality a
shared and implicit matter which the two partners in
the speech help to project.together.

tadalina Rules: %

tndellina features, the third dimension of speech
events, describe the text as a setting or channel of
communication. The assumption is that the text has
some underlying rules about text as a cultural
artifact. Olson (1980), for instance, says that text-
books have "an important archival functicn in preserv-
ing what the society tiikes to be true and valid
knowledge frOm which rules of thought and action may be
derived" (Olson, 1980:106). This archival function is
not, however, an assumption underlying the social notes
that students'write in school.' In fact, one rule of
sotial notes in schools is that they should be thtown
away. ThiS difference between' the assumed permanence
or the assumed impermanence of a text is one of the
fundamental distinctions that Ong makes between oral
and written cultures. Ong argues that formal written
forms acquired some of the qualities of a monument
(1917).

This same difference between permanent and imper-
manent texts is implicit in Pratt's (1977:134-147)sdis-
tinction between speech acts which emphasize 1g110z11.7.
ity and those which emphasize asaectanility. Tellabil-
ity refers to saying-it- for-the-sake-of-saying-it, and
assertability refers to saying-it-for-the-sake-of-an-
objective-record. Pratt finds that exclamation narks
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and words like AkNalLittlY are tellability markers.
They show that the speech evrnt is an impermanent,
transitory display.-not a precisely organized assertion
for the permanent archives.

The text, then, declares by .its title, by the way
it ends, by its use or non-useiof such social note con-
ventions as parenthetical expressions, and the capital-
iztion of whole words fgr emphasis that it is either a
permanent document or a transitory. document. ConeEla:
tisaal. in general. invoke the rules of impermanence and
ate5tatations invoke' the rules of permahence. In sum-
mary, Qoayiclationl have clb-sediltancins, approximate
procesling, and transitory modeling. eteleatatieel, on
the other hand, have far diltaning, definitive cict:
cluing. and impermanent =Wing.

The hypothesis of the present study is that the
students in the secondrgroup (scores 5-6) may have
failed the imum competency examination because they
follow in ir writing the rules for CQDYCLSatiQflal.
not ocele ismal speech events. Students in groups
three and ur, on the other hand, may have passed the
examination in writing because these groups followed
the rules for are5entational. not GonYeLlaIlQ0d1,
speech events.

Eatitcus Qi LQuer. lanai aracech Eyetal

itAs noted ear ter (Chapter III) the words an
phrases signalling the three dimensions of cclOYEL.Saz
tiQUIAd pccaentailm were counted in the writing
samples of letters and essays from 1980 to 1981.
First, the Pearson Ogerelation and the explained vari-
ance for all the letters and es s in the two years
was calculated:

.1 12E1 1 19111 1
Topic I No. I r 1 r2 1 No. I r 1 rg I

7 1 i 1

Essay I 170 I .59 1 ..35 1 169 1 .48 1 .23 111,4i1 . 1~ 1 1 1

Next the letters and essays were .arranged in four store
categorPes. dropping samples from scores 4, 7, ,and 10.
A one-way analysis of how the cgaftutiolal means vary
by score category showed the following:I
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A

el

Essays 1980 and 19P1 \

___5Q1ACC,C....._1.A411_10m_QL5g..1__Medll-a21.±..EdIk1ELQ12..1
Between Grpsl 31 18524.01331 6174.680 38.329 1.00001

1 1 1 1 1 _. 1
Withia_atas_l_22a1_312ZiA52211__UlAQUi 1 1
Total 91 ?26I 54448.85161' I I I

1 1 J. 1 1 , 1

Letters 1980 and 1981

Sdurce 1 0.F.ISum of Sq I Mean. Sq IF ratio' Probl
1 1 ., 1 1 1 1

Et1licta_keil___2_1_297 i5ail1_221114311_1La411_12421
Within Grps I 196 I 8728.861M '44%53501 t 1

1 1 _1_ 1 1 1
Isaal 1 aq 111NILleM1 1 1 I

A Scheffe procedure was used to determine where
the significant variation was occurring:

Essays

1980 1

Group'1 6 11.831 10.10
Group 2 "42 26.001 49.53
Group 3 54 37.961 14.68
Group 4 14 41.281 15.60
TOTAL 116 32.681 14.91

1
1981 1

Group 11 38 1 7.86 4.35
Group 21 36 1 16 .801 10.2,4

Group 3j 11i 17'.181 7.56
Group 41 261 19.301 9.13

CCMBINE$
Group 11 44

Group 21 78

Group 31 65
Group 4 4Q
TOTAL I 227

1

1

4.12 1..2161 to=' 22.44061
1.0.23.0301 to 28.96991
1.9..t"330553 to 41.97061'
4.1f-32:2740 to 50.29741
1.3/_0.92A5 to 35.43861

1 1
I.

I .70 6.4364 to 9.30051
1.7G .13.3391 to 20.2720)
2.21 12.1025 to 22.26111
1.79 15.6168 to. 22.99861

a
8.40. 5.4870
21.75 40.8330
34.44 15.7837
27.00 15.7301
23.72 .15.5217

1 1 1

181 6.7409 to 10.0773
1.21 19.3139 to 24.1989
1.9i 30.5351 to 3F.3571
2.4$ 21.9693 to 32.0a07
1.0$ 21.6968 to 2'5.7569

The groups in the combined data showino significant'
difference at the p. 05 leivl or beyond are 1-2,
1-3, 2-3, 4-3. Only groups 2 and 4 were not si9nifi-
cantly different;64
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1980
Group 1 6 8.66
Group 2,

0/

33 12.4E
Group 3 45 .19.86
Group 4 14 20.64
TOTAL 98 16.80

1981
Group 1 L 23^ 7.001
Group 2 I 36 11.691
Group 3 I 31 13.801
Group 4 I 12 .411

Letters

k."

1

3.72 . 1.521, 4.75 to 12.5745
7.75 1.351. .9.7334 to 15.2359
7.29 1.081 17.6752 to 11.0581
5.70 1.521 17.3485 to 23.9372
8.12 .821 15.1774 to 1P.434 ki:

5.28
4.21
6.66
7.30

1.101 4.7155 to 9.2845
.701 10.2685 to 13.1204

1 .191 11.3616 to 16.2513
2.101 11.7756 to 21.0577

AurAL___LIQ11_ Al2tCOMBINED.
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
TOTAL

1 ". I

-291 7.341 4.98
NU 12.071 6.13
76 1 17.391 7.61

(1,1 18.691 6.70
2001 14.271 7.66

1 1 1 1

.92

.87
1.31
.54

1

5.447 o 9.2420
10.5989 to 13.5460
15.6548 to 19.1346
15.9822 to 21.4025
13.2007 to 15.3393

1

The groups in the combined data showing significant
difference at the p. .05 level or beyond are 1712. 1-3,
1-4, 2-3, and 2-4. but not 3-4.

Because.the same students wrote the letters and
essays in- 1980, combining letters and essays confounds
the results. Nevertheless, the pattern- of cgDygLag:
Li(4111 markers in combined data is not markedly
ferent from that in separate categories:

Source 1D.F.1 Sun of SO Mean Sql F Rati$ F Pros
1 1 1

EettiCtUALP11___11_101/2.1.22/2_1ii.k&tili_atiA5.11...a4Q41Within Grps 1 4231 59380.811. 140.3801
1 1

i 1 1 1

The Sche.ffe procedure on the combined data shows the
followin9:
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kE202.1.-UC4.1.11Clin_ISsai....1_54ELA__22A-C41111-1Eti_l
1 I 731 7.98631 5:28491 .61861 6.7532 to 9.2194

_i___1__ iL 4 1 1

__Z-4_1i/11/211QUAqUittl_2120.1215.4112/1_LQ_InAtil
3 1

141125.25531 14.754811.24261 22.7987 to 27.7111

1 I I 1 I

__i_l_tk12.1112121_122U2tIllttZ2LNAltZ_LQ_Z/21511
101411 427119.29741 13.32691 .64491 18.0298 to 20,5651

1 1 1 1. I 1

The groups showing a significan# difference on ,the com-
bined data for 1980 and 1981 were 1-3, 1-4, 1-2, 2-3,
and 2-4, but not 4-3.

One question is whether the agputit of =Auld:
L1QOd1 markers was influenced more by the type or mode
of ariting than by sore categor Some students may
vary audience distance and writing skills by moce, and
the question is Qhether this kind of shift affects r

CQUZCCIdIltiddl patterns more than score categories. A

two-way analysis of variance (coalcpcagnIonal markers X
mode GI writing X score category) shows the following:

Source. of VariationiSum of S,D.FI Mean SO F IF. Sii

1 1 1 1

tain_EUtcts_________IMALL131_AL12t1AWAltaa_i4011
Paper Mode 111567.27$ 1111567.27,108.547 .0001

1 1 t 1 1 1

_acacc_Cal IldnaL121_11A11ZAZ2/_5/aLl_AQUI
2-Way Interaction 1 160.12$ 31 1053.37$ 9.88$ .0001

1 1 1___-, I

_eduti=tsadt_5(nt_0aiAlUslZ1__ 1_145211/1_,Istel_L444I
Exptained 131007.25$ 4429.60$ 41.567 .0001

1 1 1 1

RcAdual IlifttQA1221121 EltAttll 1 I
TOTAL 175257.79114261 177.604 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

The joint effecti4 main effects°. anc interactions
effects are allNkignkficant.'but the F ratio for
interaction effeeis is substantially smaller. The: next

%Question is what is the pattern of these effects. A

'Multiple 'Ossification analysis shows the f9,1lowinc:

Gran Mean = 19.30
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Variable + I N 1Unadjuste4 ET4 Adjusted for 1 PET*
_Catcatacx__;_E.ALImulatkal___1_11adcecagcnt_Qtt____1Paper Mode I I I 1

2 I I

1

1 Essay 12271 4.43 I. I 4.92 1

2 Letter 12001,, -5.03,1' 1 -5.58 1 1.

1 1 .1 .3$
1 .391

in 1 , i' i 1 1.Score Cat 1 1 . 1 1 - ,

I I

U 731 .,11.31 1 I -12.06 1 I

11471 -2.09 I 1
I

11411 5.96 1 1 T.% I6.70
121661 A.43 1 1 3.65 1 1

1 I ii 1 A421

1 Scores 2-3
2 Scores 5-6
3 Scores 8-9
4 Scores 11-

The patterns in the alaniaatimul
-.summarized as follows:

1. Coamtuatimal markers are at their lowest level
of fregweney in the papers at the lowest levels of .

competency. it Howev the,papers at the lowest
levels do average se n or eight COIYCLIAt1C011
markers per paper.

analysis can be

2. Emussitind Markers usually Skow their greyest
increase in f equency between group 1, the lowest
level, and gr up 2, the next highest level. The
next most fre uent increase occurs between croup
and group 3, he group just below the top.

3. Between group 3 and group 4, the group at tte top.
CQUYCLIatiQUOI markers show either a small
increase or a decline. ,The-small increase does ,

not register a sTgnificant difference between tht%.
two groups at the tap. The decline does reclister
a significant difference ,tetween the two top
groups.

4. Score categories ae4unt for 21 percent Of the
variance, of conversational frequency, and the /node4
of writing-- letter or es(say-- accounts for only
12 percent of the varianceotsucgesting that
increasing conyecaational markers may have a
higher protahility of influencing scores than
changing the mode of writing.

Letters use substantially fewer vanElatigtal
markers than do essays. The means IX) below show
the variations of silstauciog. RES/CCISIDS0 and=kiln by score-group.

C
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CWIYCCIALE101

.4.____1___Ulatanclug___1__ELocesslos___1____todtlihs___1
Grout Letter$1 EssaysILtters1 Essays! Letter! Es%aysl

I 1 _1 1 1 1

I

1 1 1

I

1

4 I 12.23 1 11.97 I 5.00 I 13.551 11.46 I 1.47 I

1 , 1 1 1 1

0

Ecescatatipas

I Distancing I Processing I Modeling. I

1 1 1

_gcoui_Letiir.11Assixs1Letter..11_Easiy.11_LetteLiAlaaxa1
1 I 1.20 I 1.61 I 1.03 I 2.56 I 1.65,1 1.11 I

1 1 1 1 1

3 1 3.28 I 6.32 I .3.80 I 6.67 I 3.Q7 I 3.06 1

1 1 I I 1

. The writers at the lowst levels of competency make the
smallest. range of .adjustments when they shift from
essays to letters. That is, low competency students
use very few speech event marker's, and those markers
which these Students do use consistently show very lit-
tle frequency difference from-one speech situation
(letter) to. another (essay). Furthermore, these mark-

. ers show very little variation from one speech eimen-
sion (1214111119, sa5taaclu9.-modelia9) to another.

Eattein5 of ELestotational Speech Lent

The total frequency of uctscalgticapil markers was
compare-( with scores, using the Pearson correlation and
observed.variance:

I 12N. I 1211 1

Topic I No.1 r I r2.I No.I -r I r2 I

1,1 1 1 L1 14
Essay I 1701 .671 1.451 164I I.6'81 .471

1 1 1., 1 1 1 1

The same calculations were made with the scorinp
removerfor subjects outside of the family, school and
other immediate experiences of writer and reader:
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liea 1 19q1 1
Topic I No.1 r2 1 .NO.1 r I r2 1

I I I

1.....

The removal bf. this category, the category with the
most unreliable scoring, lowers the explained variance
for the.. 339 combined essays from .38 with the category
included to .30. For the 319 combined letters ae
explained variance declines from .4P with the category
to .44 without. The results that 'follow for gke4en/A:
usindl markers include the distant-subject.catepory in
the calculations.

Next the letters-and essays were arranged in four
score categories, dropping samples from scotes 4, 7.
and 10. A one-way analysis of how the lacleptatinal
means vary, by score category shows the followinc:

Essays for 1980 and 1981

Sodr.ce 1 D.F1 Sum of Sq 1 Mean SO F Ratic13rob I.
1 1 1

Within Grps 1 Z231 7510.19441 33.6801 I I

I 1 1 1 1MAL 1 2201 222Z12.2 t0.2.1. 1 I I0

Letters for 1910 and 19E1
y-

.,..

____Sclucce_i_11..ELI_Sum_a_5Q1.21ean_5a_i_E_Haile_EcuLlBetween Grpi 31 1951.96091 650.65361 49.6141 .00001
i 1 1 .1 1 .

Aitbin_kcusi__1221.25.5.1.1.52211.....11A11111 1 ITOTAL 1 2001 4535.48831
I I 1

1 11

A Scheffe procedure was used to determine where
the signilicnt variation was occurring:..
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1980 I I

Group 1 $ 3.66 -1 2.80

Group 2 41 12.38 1 4.82
Group 3 54 15.64 I 5.93
Group 4 14 26.71: I 8.71
TOT4L 114 15.18 1 5.86

i
1981
Group 1 311 5.55 3.39
Group 2 I 34 11.55 5.39
Group 3 I 12 18.09 6.13
Group 4 I 24 30.30 8.09

. 1

1.141 .7233 to 6.6100
.74110.8779 to 13.8840
.80114.0270 to 17.2687

2.32121.6837 to 31.7449
.71113.7619 to 16.6001

I I

I .551 4.3533 to C.6698
I .891 9.7318 to 13.3793
I 1.85113.9665 to 22.2153
1 1.58127.0387 to 35.5766

IML___1_111_1ixti-_1-11.An_I-LaillZA16122_/2-1t402.41a
COMBINED I

Group 1 4 5.2955
Group 2 2.000
Group 3 16.0615
Group' 4 29.0500
TOTAL 227 14.8678

_i 1

3.359$
5.0757
'5.9944
8.384$
9.482$

.50 4.2742 to 6.3167

.57 10.8555 to 13.1445

.74 14.5762 to 17.5469
1.32 26.3684 to 31.7316
.62 13.6276 to 1C.1080

1 1 I -_1

The groups in the combined dta which showed significant
differences at the p. .05 level or beyond were 1-2,
1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, and 3-4.

LettCLZ

Groups 1No.1 Mean I S.0.1 S.E.1 -.95% Conf. Int. I

1

I

2.5166 to 7.4834
56587 to 7.492$

11.1430 to 13.6831
1Q.6813 to 1!.175$

h.. 1 1 1 1. 1
1989 I 1 1

Group 1 I 61 5.00 1 2.36 1 .96
Group 2 1 331 6.57 1 2.58 1 .45
Group 3 1 .461 12.41 1 4.27 I .63
Group 4 I. 1.41 12.92 I 3.89 1 ,1.04

1981
Group 1 23 7.00 I 5.2.8 1.10 4.71559 to 9.284$
Group 2 36 41.69.1 4.21 ; 10.2685 to 13.12(4
Group 3 3.1 15.80 1,6.6:6 -1.19 11.3616 to 1E..251)
Group' 4 12 .16.41 7.30 -.2.10 f1.7756 to.21.0571-
TOTAL 162 11..83 1 614 .62 10.5071 to 1.0794-

Combined!
Group 1 291
Group 2 i'I 69
Group 3 ' ,75

Group 4 26
11.1Mt__IW11_

fWIL..4Wr ;,40.*mor .... look .. .0w,1**........1
.

.1

7.3441.4.9877 09262: 5.4476 to 9.2420
12.02$ 40.1341... .67384 10.591+9 to 13,846$

17.3947.7.6141 ...8734.15.68 to 1.144
18.6924 :6.7094 101511.15.91 .22 to 21.402i



The groups in the combined data showing significant
differences at the p. .05 'revel or beyond are 1-2, 1-
3, 1-4, 2-3, and 2-4, but not 3-4,.

The 1980 and 1981 data of the laming/1ml, like
the comfet1AL1011, was combined to see whether or not
the pattern differed from the separate patterns for
essays andliletters:.

___QUEQC__.-1-12211_511M-Qt-151_1_Altn..591_E_HdtklEGQ12..1
Between Grpsl 31 12923.51201 4307.8359 116.5841.00001

1 1

iiiItlia-a22-1-521.1_15A6ZA1111___1(22.214i 1 4 1
TOTAL 1 4271 '28590.52341

I I I '

1 1 1 1 Iv

0.

The.Scheffe procedure on the combined data shows the

Group' 4.1 Mean 1 S.O. 1 S.E. 1 95% Conf. Int. 1

1" 1 1 1 1 1

2' 1 1471 9.61901 4.87981 .40251 9.8236 to 10.4149
1 1 1 1 1 1

4 1 66123.00001 104355211.27461 20.4544 to 2f.5454
1 1 1 1 1

IUUL1_ .2a112Ana1__Qx10231_1225.51_11:i114_tia_12aLt1

The groups ,showing a significant difference on the com-
bined data for 1980 and 1981 were 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3,
2-4,' and 3-4.

One question, as noted earlier, is whether the
amount of presentational markers was influenced more by
the type or mode of writing than by the score category.
Some students may vary in their skills with essays and
letters and lay vary by mode some of the langUae used
to mark vtliniatimm. A two-way analysis .of variance
shows the 'following (DM entational markers X moce,of,
Wfiting X score categor

_aQUELt_a_VaCIALIQUAWM_Qt_SULA.
Main EffeCts 16679.461 4

as

_EaaciA6de
. Score Cat 12946.:371 3

LetatL.Qt_le_EaLiclE_Iig
4169.863 1731509 .00

4315.457 179.567 .00

Z:Ray_latetactions____IaltAdn_.:aL_IMALQZ__ZtA122.1kM. '
\Paper-Mode/Score Cat 1816.806 3 606.602 25.199 .00.
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I I -1 1 1 1 1 1

ItaalaIne4 118,1212AVA__/1_ZW:31311Mati_2141
(Residual 110093.66$4201 24.0331 1 I

I 1 i i 1

IIUIAL lald2AhliZZ1 tt42511 1 1

The joint effects, main effects, and inteLactions
are all significant, but the F ratio for inter-diction

effects is smaller. The next question is what is the

pattern of these effects. A multiple classification
shows the following:

"Grand Mean = 12.09

, ..

Variable + IN1Unadjustel ET4 Adjusted fort BET4

_4ateacmx___1_1_12eYiationl___1_1ada_Deyiatia__2_1
Paper Mode I I I I

1 Essay 2271 2.78 I I 2.81 I I

2 Letter 2011 -3.14 1 1 -3.17 I
1

i 1 I 1 1

Score Cat I i I 1 1 1

1 Score 2-3 731 -7.35 I 1 -7.78 I I

2 Score 5-6 1471 -2.47 1 I -2.47 I
1

3 Score 8-9 1421 1.26 1 I 1.70 I
r

4 Score 11-12 .661 10.91 I I 10.46 I
1

1 1 1 IA
.

/ 1 /Ill

The patterns in the presentational analysis can to sum-

marized as follows:

1. eLCItalatiCklAl markers are always at their lowest
level of frequency in the papers at the lowest

levels .of competency, and these markers are.alwayS
at their highest level of frequency in papers at
the highest levels of competency.

; .

2. In essays, krelentatignAl markers show their
greatest frequency increase betweee groups 4 and

3, the top and the next-to-the-top groyp. In

letters, presentational markers show their largest
frequency increase between groups ? and 3, the two
middle groups, and nearly as large an increase
between groups 1 and 2, the two lowest groups.
This may suggest that the business applicaticn A

letter has more social r)estrictions against
conversational structures.

3. Score categories account for 44 percent of the

variance of acelentational freeuency, and the mode

of writingletter or essay--accounts for only 12
percent of the variance, suggesting that
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increasing aultotathail ma fers may have a
higher probability of influencing- scores than
changing the mode of writing.

4. Letters are usually shorter than gonyttlatifts,
and gmesentatignai markers appear less frequent/1
in letters than in essays. But the difference
occur in Queening and distancing markers, not
nclait19:

1 Ulltancia2_1___EtaccssiDa___1___tolie1ing__1Group I Essays 1 Letters I Essays I

_ 1 1 1 _--1
1 1 1.61 1 1.20 I 2.561 1.03 1 1.11 I 1.651

i 1 i i 1 1 1
__,2___1_A;tai_i_.1.2...52_1__1.121___1.1&5_1.2.6.21_1__Zsill----)'3 1 6.32 I 3 428 I 6.671 3:80 I 3.06 1 3.971

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
___i_..1_11L2_1_,ILaa_r___2Laii_-_tiall__1_iAt2_1__tat1

The =skiing features may show an increase in letters
because in letters the address in the upper left
counted as a title and sinccEely counted as a summary
conclulion. In other words, the msnicling featurfs of
the letter are more formulaic and mere strictly
required than are the mgdcling fetures of essays.

Ealttun gf

In essays, diltancIng features show a dramatic
increase between groups 3 and 4. elgGc4ling features
are about equivalent to disisinging feglOres in oroup 3
essaysi-in fact, slightly more frequent--but, even
though agcelsing features do increase significantly
from group 3 to 4, the increase lass behind that of
diltancing. The question is why should there be an
extreme change in one dimension and not another. The
problem may be a result of the fact that the arsLts5Ins
traits which can be counted in the sample sizes under-
taken in this present study ,do not account for ploceloss:
ing features of a more complex kind. These more coml-
elex features can be seen when two types pf papers,
both anchor papers from the 1.9P0 and 191'1 readinc, are
contrasted. One paper is a ten, which means it
received two fives, and the other is a twelve, which
means it received two sixes.

The two pamts on a field trip, following two
pages', show differences of sentence form and overall
organization. At the sentence level, teeth the five` and
six use introductory subordinate clauses ("If you are
interested..." and "While these places teach %
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wonders..."), but only the six paper begins a sentence
with a past participle (Located in the hills
above..."), joins an internally punctuated series with
a semi-colon (paragraph three), and uses a colon to
signal a series (paragraph four). The two paper)k.s also

differ in the way they a thesis- in the intro-
duction. The five paper says the Exploritorium,is an
"excellent" place because "There are so many things to
do that the class could easily be entertained for the
whole day." The second paragraph adds the notion that
students might learn: "It's the kind of place you can
go and actually have fun learning." The next pararaph
introduces science exhibits without examples and then
Moves to opening times and entry fees.

. The six paper, on the other hand, identifies in
the first paragraph the prOblem of combining entertain-
ment and learning and in the same paragraphs-presents
the Lawrence Hall of Science as the solution. The next
paragraph provides a view of the outside of the Hall
and a quick review of the room inside. The next para-
graph is a review of the rooms inside, complete with
examples. The next to last paragraph introduces movies
and activities outside. Then the conclusion restates
the thesis: "you have fun while you learn." The six

paper shows more complex sentence structure, a mere
precise formulation of the thesis, and a consistent
pattern of generality followed by example.

The next two papers on a favorite person show a
similar contrast. The five paper introduces Mrs.
Christine Wilson and her.love and understanding. The
next paragraph indicates that her love and understand-

"w ing extended to other students and teachers. The con-
clusion returns to the present friendship between the
writer and Mrs. Wilson. Like the other five paper,
this five, although fbcused on a top.ic, has a rather
generalized focus, a mutual friendship, which is
repeated ("She has always made me feel like a
daughter...") without being developed in specific exam-
ples. This five, like the other, also has some indica-
tioh of an attention to and An awareness of sentence
form: "She treated. other students as adults, not
like fourth, fivtl-e, and sixth graders as we were."

But the attention to sentence form is not as
apparent as it is in the six. The six paper twice
places the modifiers after the noun, something less
sophisticated writers rarely do: "He was a man, rather
old, about 09 or so" and "He survived the surgery, ttT

strpng willed man he was." The overall organization
begins with a focus on two qualities, "fri-e,Rdly" and
"strongheaded." The next paragraph presents evidence of
the "friendly" thesis--the viits each 'day, the hot,
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v

cocoa, the stories. The third paragraph begins thestory which focuses on the "strongheaded" thesis, con-cluding with a short_smphatic sentence-- "Grandpa
Engstrom refused!!' Mk two parts of the thesis havebeen woven together by making the "friendly" thesis thesetting for the "sirongheaded" evidence. Then the
paper closes withAthe image of passing time ("his oldvegtible (sic) garden, which 19 now. just Weeds") and
the sustained image of the oldman ( "l...can see himworking away").

,_1. I

These two pairs suggest that in the top papersstudents add a layer of traits from expository speeche ents not present, in papers*at lower levels of com-Tbtency. Both cillAtE5ate1 and acesentationw hivecommon oral forms. The pository speech eve t In oralform would be ritual ceremonies like oaths of cffice.When cmtallul papers are read aloud, as laccatilia:
UM., ayso etimes happens .,at conventions, the resultfor the lis eners is usually confusion and despair.
Expository rose is understandable only as a orm ofritual hi ly*conventionalized within'a given commuity. Like most rituals, expository prose is a verhconstruct and a pattern, and it is a ,speech even4,
the sense that it is a piece of lanouage which is o beput on display so that readers can examine it. It is acommunication event in the same sense that a photogra-
phy exhibit is a communication event. The difference

*between cainaaltal prose and incantaticall, the closestoral register, is that eagetlitimy prose dramatically
e tends the distance away from the audience and adds a
ft

.1 yer of ecacelsiee which is' different. The difference'is the consistent ordered pattern of thesis
developmentopening, closing, generality, example--anda cumulative sequence. In addition, the sentencesbegin to embed information without the use of suhordi-
nators like tilici anoi while,. The "strong -willed man hewas," for instance, embeds information with an apposi-
tive, unmarked by a subordinator', and with a subordi-
nate clause, also unmarked by a subordinator. Thebasic difference between atnasliag in pLescntaticn
and 21.5=251119 in C612Q111112115 is thal.eLimelIleg ineccumiatimil projects a definitive, Zbmplex reality'and iligeeasieg in erse43111iles projects, in,addi,tion,autonbmous linguistic form, both at the sentence andtext level, as a definitive, complex reality. In mg: % 6
51t1n. therefore, the 9AftlinS rules te6in to mergewith the atAnellii0g rules. The notion of exposition.as"autonomous written prose" (Olson, 1981) is another wayof saying that the text'becomes a part of the reality
which is projected, just as a painting malp project a 0.

reaity and iS itself an object or forin for study.

The existence, of enagsitige as a third register of

X15- ,84
1
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speech event helps explain both why the top two levels
of lelUrs show very little change in pic5tntaticc
feat/res and how some kinds of eLOomins and modtlies,
are not accounted fpr by nesentatican features.
Letters, unlike conyeelatiQns and latstntaticaut
require that the writers invoke rules of autonomous
linguistic form in the ocooes5in9 and toklingof the
text. The -date, the address, the opening, the
closingall are highly stylized and conventilinaj.,and
are independent of other rules, about amLessigs subject
matter and marking distancing. the markers that, com-
inate in some letters may bi-srgnalling the dnelitgLy
rules which mark independent lingOistis form. The
markers are not, as noted earl ier, easily counted. The

point is that the change, in top letters is not,
accounted for by features of atesentatipos and Mani:
anion. A similar pattern of expository influence
appears to account for' the, shift from a competency
levef near the to (10) tc the top (12).

ataaldLY

Four speech events appear to underlie writtcri.c9m-
position, representing different levels of compentency.
These four speech events are a.set'of rules which writ-
ers must invoke in their writing in order to esti4lish
a certain telatiomthip with ,the audience, to project a
particulA reality, andito shape a certain kind cf
text. Theie speech events are one -way of descrit,ing
what,is meant by hi'gher order skills in wr,Otinc, and
because these three speech events have comparatle forms
in oral language,-)rrit ing appeart to be not so much a
shift from brat language as a layer which is added to

or built on an oral language foundation. The next
chapter will examin10evelopmentaf trends in enoLoits,
cQUYCUALIQUI and eicicalatima.

CMILA 114, DA. QcYclwacatal Eatitcn: ECM LoctAiDg
tQ Ritual

The whiter dt various levels of competency uses
t1LOsii09 L2COCCEadilQUAlig lacesentatianal, and Mini:
/out structures 'The question addressed in this
chapter is what are the developmenta) trends from

grades 4 through 12? In Cctoher, 1977, as noted ear-
lier, 2.,690 students in flakland, California, grades 4

through 12, wrote a writing sample cn "an objEct you
are especially attached to." In May, a different nroup
of 2,271 students wrote on "a'person you like, dislike,
or admire." These papers were scored, and a sample. of

182 -/was drawn. Three of the papers had missinc infor-
mation, leaving a sample of 178, 91 from October and 91i

from May;
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Five interactions were,amaly7ed: (1 between grade
level and caLQIIing, structure, ,9) between grade level
and, aver age number of words per writing sample, (3)
between grade
between grade

level
level

and conversational
and Nresentational

structur,
structure's, (5)

tetwe.en scores and grade.leyel, and (6) between the /

scores of the thre strucrtures.

LnQdiou 5tEuctlan
The means of inctAing markers I grades 4 through

11 im the sample of 1R2 were as follows, includirg pre,
post, and combined:

- -A
Qiddi eic 1_ EQ31.__14._ecc:Egsi_Cmg/Intd___1

I No. I X 11401 X I ''. 'I I

I _I tisan_l_ ILAlcapi_ \ 1 I 1

1 1 1 I 1 1 i

i

I Wripers1(Nov.11 1 (May111ot 1 No.1(odInt Score i
I 1 1 I I I

il Q 10 1__!__.03.6! 1.03091___5ki_l
51 5 I .o34,01 4 0 I 1.03401 5.0 1

_1

61
71 14 I 1g11-.111--1.0til 75 '1.03431 6.3 I

2 1.0101_615_1

1 I._ 1 1 1 1 a: 1 I

--11----tt--110(1111--:(TI---11---1=1--11-1
_1 1 1 1 I I I I

r!g1711-11--111----g---11M1---411
I L 1 1_ 1 1

_111
10141

81 f_a0I21p41__ANT__ig_. IM031___CALI

I _A

The means (X) of the total wires 'y grade we as
follows:
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J.

_CLOft14041___Meall_1_1_5ADA_l_ClaptA.EL_I___Uan:1_4_/
4 1 , 51 119.001 '52.031 I I

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
...4____I___ti__111.21241__24U.I____I_H:t11_11,2.aQI__10.1
6 I 91 15(.111 90.711 I I 1

1 ,_ 1_. _ 1 1 %. 1 1 1.
_i______i__Zti_lEQL1t1_2(1611.___11_0:E11.___EalLall_AQ1
H t 261 145.001 67.951

I I .1 .

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A_____LAQ1__ZUL1(21__9.115.il_Illa2:1111_21/..211_,2t1
10 I 251 227.761 121.751 / lv I 1

1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1
_11____1__an......nelen_iillu.1 .4 4 1 1 1
12 I 171 224.471 225.831 ly (12)1 224.471 171

'I i 1 r J_... I 1 I

______I____I_________I____.:___11.:21a74_1..:_;._____1____I
T(ITAL1 1821 , 1 1 *1-3,2-3 1

1 1 . 1 1 1

I if121.

indicates pairs are significantly different 0 th( p.
.05 level i.nd beyond.

The pattern of pre, post. and comhined connuii:
tignal markers at each grade level in the sample of 1P2
was as follows:

Conversational Markers at Grade Level! Scores at Grads level I
a

I 1

Giadi...ece_doleet_lecrst_Uolt2ost_Rombl_n ...amule_Scorl_Cuu_Scoic_l

1

I I , I Itombal (No.IComh. X (No.1
I I .J.L. I I 1 I

i_11'..._0_..1_(1...1,.._____115.1_1_15.9_1_5.1_M__1..9.14A2111_1
5

I 5 113.61 0 1 0 1 13.6 1 5.0 451 1 4.48 (202) I

I I 1 I I I 1 1

__6_1____5....12Z.S.1____i__117,5_1_ZO.221_Al.5_191__.a.1051_1
7 I 14 132.01 11,_119.271 2.401 6:3 (254 1 5.16 (554) I

I 4-- I I I 1 'I I 1

__0_1_.:_12_1Z5.11.._113_121.101_23.001_5.0_Ml_1_5L12A/93.1.)
9 1 13 129.34 ?6 127.921 28.341 7.6 (391 I 6.68 (933) 1

110-1__:Ij_.32201_12_126.1CIAttOil_Aa_12514A,22_1/161_1
11 1 15 134.64 14 170.001 31.931 8.1 (291 I 0.01 (6111 1

1 1 . I i 1 1 1

_ILI____5__izo.cv__12__iiani_a.tii_o.l_tui_i_ut_tiozi_i

The Leans (X) of the Loutmligul markers aie
significantly different in two areas: (1) hetween Oade
11 and grade 12 combined, and (2) t,etwcen the qr.ede
post-mean and the grade 9 pc;st-mean.

The pattern of pre, post, an4comf,ined
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msultd/igual ti.arkers at each grade levfl is as fol-
lows:

a_FititotatIoutil_dockaa_atAiode_lcyclA_5succs_ut_5[adc_lovtl
Gradol Pre No.IPre XI Post t4P'st Womb XI Sample ScorelPop Score'

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
, 1

_1_ U i 1 1 1 Esmt_l___1,_Cowl2_11_1
4 I 0 l0 l5 17.817.11 15.4 (5) 14.42 (2)71

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-

__5_1____5___l_hb_l___Q___1___0_1_,./Ab_l___5.12_151_11.16JZON
6 I 5 I C.221 4 1 6.25 1 6.22 I 6.5 191 15.24 (2451

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 _1

__LI___li___1_2&421___11__IA.Z1_1_41.2ZA__6.3_1n1_11.15_155i1
,o 1 12 1 10.01 13 1 7.46 1 8.611 1 5.0 1251 15.19 15541

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2_1___13___11Zatill_-_26_1_1i.0_1_13.531_2A611311-46*68_19331
10 I 13 114.231 "1-2 1 12.411 11.461 7.6 1251 17.22 17181

1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I

_11_1_____113i041___11__Lit.211_15=20 I_Alal_1221_1(101_16111
12 I s 111.601 12 1 13.831 13.171 8.1 117) 18.45 16881

1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1

The means of the gLcsultatipedi markers are sicni-
ficantly different only between grade 1 and grade 9.0

,5,.CQLCa,

The patern of scores in the population of 4,9C1,
2,690 pre scores and 2,?71 post scores can Le found in
Appendix D.

cOAQLLIQD1.4 and u4inv_11:Atioual structur4.s shcl
the following patterns of -chance from group I,to groul,
IV Ln the grade 4-12 data: I

Group I Convers.I Chance Oresent. I Chancel
It

I Mean I 1 Mean I I

:T. 7 i * I 1 i - i
11 '7.9863 I I 4.7397 1 I

___Iicnqa_ZIn 1 1 1 4 .1
21 17.2109 I +9.22464'1 4.4190 1 44..t=c193t,

Scores 5-61 1 I I I

I ..1 1 1 i
342512553 I 4am044* I 13.3521 I +3.7331#

___L:ncoLta_U=2.1 1 I 1 1

4123.7273 I -1.52H**1 23.0000 I 49.(1-791,

Scores 11-i21 I I I I

1 4 1 1 1

For Int:41atic105, the following changes arc stztisti-

All
(ally si94114fRant: Group I to Croup II, Group II to

Group III, Gr6up 111 to IV. For ESWYCLIWIIQUitl

BEST COPY AVAILABLE - 79 - 88
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structures, the foiloing changes are statistically
signifkant:-Croun 1. to 11-and Group 11 to.111.

Because the cucuaig index is the result of divid-
ing by otal number of words, and conversational and
presentational markers ace not; the encoding indexes
cannot be 'compared with the other two except by
translating all throe' indexes into 7 scores and then
examining the relationship. The following is the
scores for the .three structurs,af fach grade levtl:

__lEaudiog_L_ScomstconveoaatIooaLl_5suicieetstotatIocial..1_5coiii'
or4 pro eostl cora, 'Pre' Post I Comb jPrel Post I Comb 1
__1__,..1- - 1, 1- 1' ". 1 :--1. I I 1

ALlg_irtAi61_106_1_g_1,__tlE___1___±22__1_0_1_-_96-__I____51.___1
51,1:1$ 0 I 1.16 I 3 1. 0 . 1 4e. 14511 0 1 48 I

I... L. I I L.,.- ..I I I ° ' , I 1

_ol_t071...±52_1_AZ__1_511___nt_l___151__11321___29___1_,...30_1
1141.31 1.691 1.53 I 851 *59- 1 496- 1.751 5 1 65 1

I I I __I I - I I I- I ',.. I
_

91 931 9p I 91 I 911 *1.27 1: 1.11 11.1$ 1.24 I 1.23 1

1 1 1 1 1 I ,.. 1 I 1 1

10L.tiZ1_11141__94__11.1i__!lafi__1:._lin_211131_145__.1_1.t21.__L,
III 681 91 I 79- 11.31 1.36 1 , 1.312 14.31 1.58, I 1.42 1

I_ 1_ A I I
,

1 'I .- 1 -1

IZI_!2ii_nO_1'_I4C 1,1W____111---1..__71,--11ita_ala2__I___1112-1

A pattern very similar to that found atove in the
grade'distributions is also found in thy c4p.arison of
I scores for the three structures in the ninthgrade
samples (42B letters and essays):

____2U,CGLQua_i_LBC4dillgi:__CQUYetSatiratli_PfilaidelltQtiQUI
-.84., 1

.._cnts22:t__1_____-_AQ1_1_ :____:141/ 1 -AN

7.89 , 1.

1

Scores 2-3 1 41.60 I

1 i 1 .4 1

,

cores 8-9 I -.45 I
+.46 I

+.P, I.

/
1

_cQua_1171Z1 -,a_i_______Itia__ I __,..±1A2-L___,I.

1

The next three pages showgraphs of the 7 scorns
for tImidiag. KQUYQ141,1Q02. and gmecntoiiiali. lhc

next page shows the 7 scOres for both fictober and April
dt each grade level during 1977.-197e.' Lhe' next' rage

5ho4s the 7 scores for the combined'data, Pcteber and

April, at each (tree level:. Last, page 115-C shcws the
graph of 7. .scores for Loth letters and essays, 19b0 and

19tH, at the ninth tirade level.
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The development trends that emerge are the f011ow-
ing:

1. Beten grades 8 and 9, there is a statistically
sighifiCant increase in writing scores, in conyei:
Idtisinal markers, and in 12.E12t ntatismal markets.
This 1414rease qccurs at the same 'time that thp

_._... relatiaWsVip between the three structures of
C1:102014) 02DYCEAdtigal, and REZICBULIQ112 191
andergoioska marked change. In eighth and ni'th

vIrades, ConSmEsation41 and Rte2CnI4lignal str c-
iwv tures are bOth showing a consistent challenge to

the dominance of =man-structures.

2. _Although there are a few inconsistencies in the
data, overall the speed of cognitive processing
shows a steady increase throughOut tpe grades.
The evidence for this IS the data on total words.

.

All of the essays were written Within a fifty
minute time period. ,The means (X) at each grade,
level and the test of"Significarit differendes, ,

among groups of grade5 raise the gue,stion of
whether there may be' a ceiling effect in process
ing speed at the upper .grades., That is, some'stu-
dents in the twelfth grade may have reached a.
point close to their maximum processing speed
'within a fifty minute. period. The pause dat'a sug-
gested that there maybe both a ceiling and floor
effect in. the writing--a point beyond, which a fas-
ter' speed is not helpful and a point below which
the speed cannot go without having the process

Adisintegrate. This pattern of performance is typ-
lir

ical of totalling or pre-conversational. speech
events in oral language.

3. LticadiliS structures dominate the'attentional capa-
city of writers at the 'lowest levels of competency
and In the early grades, 4-7.

4. CAmyccaativnal and IntSCBLAIIQU11,struttures re
almost eguivalent.in'the early grades, 4-5,40nd at
the lowest levels Of competence. But in arces
6-7 and at the competency level just 'gave the
bottom, C.S2BYtiL2A11gnal structures clearly dome
'nate. In grades 11-12 and in the highest lcvel
bf cbm etence,' agstn/dtional tegins to dominate
relati ely speaking (as shown b.y 2 scores,). In
absalut numbers, REISCOtDtkildi markers arc still
dopinate bromerlatignal markers at grade 11
(15.20 t 31 .93)-and grade 12 (13.83 to 23.2) and
in combined letter's and essacs for 1980 ane 1911
irip(grade nine:
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....Atulatio_..1,2__cummi5atIon_tIcau_1___Ettstntatln_tican_l /
'1 I 70863 1 4.73 1 /

1 1' 1/

____Z____1........____1/,2102 1 9..61 f
3 I 75.2553 1 13.35 /1

/

____9____1 naz 1 -e3,44___,,_,A.1

Significantly-different:.
1 -4. 1-3, 1-2 1-4, 1-3, 1-2
2-4, 2-3 274. 2-3

3-4

.noted earlier, e:xpoitory struquresibegin to
appear in the lop papers, and these structures may
have an influence on scores. in the upper grade
levels.

floe; issue in the reJationship of csmycildr
Li Quill, vilacntatimahy and LUQ51./QLY structures
is whether the writing/shows a shift from one
structure to another pr shows a layering of one

,structure on top of Another. A shift would be
shown,- for instance, by a sharp drop i/1 s20c,La=
Lima' markers afte'r a stage or period of ocmi-
nabce. Cvnyvsalign1 markers shvw a decline in
the data in two racesfrom group 3 to group 4 in

the combined ess, ys.and from grade 11 to 12 in the
combined flctober-April samples. 'Me Occline of
pLe5entationa1 /structures in the essays, however,
is small, the itmaltest change from one group to
another in the combined essays, even thoUgh sta-
tistically significant, and the drop in.grade 12
could very well be a result of the small Early
sample (5). Pre-post 7 scores show coucuLticnid
markers moving upward at the end of the schcol
year. They general impression, therefore, Is that
conyeraalignal markers increase, then krelen/0:
Liadal markers are added as p layer, and thcn
tansitOlYmarkers are add0d. Each addition will
cause some change in the underlying Payers --
changing the frequency of certain tijZaQQjnL mark-
ers, for.instancebut underlying forms never
totally cqsappear, would-occur in a sh'ift. The
layering metaphoqi0ar suggests a dtvelopmental
trend from cmlyetsliihndl to piescula/longi to
t612W.tou ctructures.

This tk.endis:consistent with the general
h.
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principle of the scaffold in language learning.
Applebee gives as one example of this principle:
the child relying "on a skill ,which the°child has
already 1;44oped (dialogue) to develop a new
skill (n ive)P (1980:8). In this present
study, the student appears to rely on LS2IIYula:
Lianal structures, already, well known in oral
language, to develop a new skill. REC1CUIALIQU41
structures. Cazden (1980) suggests that often in
language learhing the scaffold "self destructs as
the need lessens." The scaffolding process .

observed tn this present ftudy is not one where
the scaffold self-destructs. The scaffold here is
always an underlying layer. The fact is that
.cialituatical and RECICatAtign1 continue to have
their own inhetent usefulness in the appropriate
speech event long after their bas %c usefulness as Ph
a learning scaffold has diminished.

5. EUGS2d1112 structures, graphed on the previou4
pages, have an inconsistent pattern from one
grade to anottpr. However. ,an examinaticn of
the writing sles suggest that the stu-
dents are making dramatic changes in their
handwriting and their world knowledge and
that'Ahese.changes contribute to problemS in

CaLgarigi For instance, .the shift from
printing to handwriting may produce more
problems of spelling and tnaking letters, and
devoting attention to the shift from one
speech event structure to another may produce
temporary encodimi difficulties. In all of,
the single grade data (9) however, iDEQ01129
structures show a consistent pattern, a sharp
decline students move out of. the lowest
levels f competency and almost a total
disappe rance of coci2ding problems at the top
levels:

0

Group 11 .211 1 1-4e 1-3, 1-2 I

A.cQucl_21_,..2QI531
Group 31 .04131 . 3-4' I

1
_GLQuv_ii__Andil ,

*

summary, then, the developmental trends in
writing competency suggest four underlying speech
events--toccAlog, commrsation:, facatataticms,
and VgAlliti4D/LitUall.



CMAEIEK Eluency. EQQUI, And ULM: it
tQ Lcatning

The Aesults of the present study suggest that
students at different leVels of competency in
school writing may have problems in different
areas of competency and that these different lev-
e ls Tay show developmental trends. There are
three levels of writing competency in schools: (1)
the lowest level, which has problems primarily
w ith the cognitive task in writing and needi to
develop fluency; (2) the middle level, which has
problems primarily .with; the sociolinguistic task
im wrilinq and,, needs to develop focus; and (3)* the'
highest level, which sometimes has problems with
the linguistic task in writing and needs to
develop form.

Is

The student writers at the lowest levels of
yerformance allocate more of their attention capa-
city to small units like letters and words than do
other writers, and this increased attention is not
reflected in improved performance at the, letter
and word level. In fact, tithe student writeKs_al
the lowest levels of performance. have more Encigl=
ing problems than do other writers. These same
writers wrote fewer words in the time allowed,
have more inflection errors (subject-verb acree-
ment, 'past 'tense, and pronoun case), have fewer
punctuation errors of a certain type (apostrophe,
comma for a series, comma- for introductory or
independent clause), have fewer speech event ma-rk-
ers, and show few differences An speech event fre-
quencies fornione dimension to another (2tocta5:
log. diatancing, and modeling) and frOm one mode
to another (letter tc essay).

These pr'oblrems of the lowest skilled writers
suggest the processing de4ands placed on them.
The cognitive task in writing requires the student
to use various strategies for r-emeMbering letters,
words, and other language conventions. This
requires retrieving the information either from
short term and long term memory or from various
loevels of memory. Methods of retrieval din 4.*

include automaticity, which is an automatic
mechanism; chunking, whi.ch seems to require owe
attention and is a way of retrieving informiltion
which has a pattern or meaning expectancy: Ond
full, conscious attention. The problem foi the
poor writer is that whekn word recognition is slow,
and not automatic, conscious attention directed
an expectancy from previous context, hasitime to
intervene, inh ibit retrieval of information fronei

- A4 -
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. Unexpected sobrces, and to direct attention to the
memory location of the expectancy. Thus the slow
or.poor.writers have an additional aid in their
expectancy,to aid their encoding of a word, atten-,
tion added

this
what) resources exist in automati-

city, but this additional avid is purchased at a
cost. . The attentional capacity.is expended. on -

writing a particular word and is, therefore, not
aumAilable for integrating larger units of text.
Automaticity and attention can occur= simultane-
ously, an if automaticity is handling the writing'
of words, then attention:can be expended on
Integrating sentences and parnraphs.

The' first problem or poof writers, then, is
that so much attention is directed to word and
phrase processing, that sentence and paragraph
planning cannot take place and, therefore, very
few large units are written.

The question is what can be done in schools
tp help writers at the lowest levels of com-
petency? One issue is whether the teacher cf.the
writer at the lowest levels of school competency
should emphasize practice with row-level stimulus
analysis. Polyani (19751 p. 33) gives some
interesting l advice on this issue:

A striking feature of knowing a skill is
the preSencg cit two different kinds cf
aaarenessiof the things that we are
skillfUlly,handling. When I use a ham-
mer to drivea nail, I attend to both,
but quite differently. I 'watch the
effects of my strokes on the nail as 1

-wield the hammer. I (16 not feel that
the handle has struck my palm but its
heApd has struck the nail...I know the
feelings in the palm of my hand by rely-
ing on them for attending to the hammer
hitting the nail. ' I may say that I have!
a subsidiary awareness pf:tht, feelings-
in.mY hand which is merged into my focal ,

awareness of my driving the nail.

In writiflg, the distinction tetween the two.
skjlls, lop-level Stimulus analysis and contextual
fati.litation, is like Polanyi's distinction
between subsidiary and focal awareness. If one
thinks primarily about the hammer, one may
increase one's prOblems holding We hammer and
will probably miss the nail, and' if the teacher
focuses primarily on low-level stimulus analysis,
the teacher may, unwittingly, preMote protlfms ef
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mmoding, and the student will mise the context
entirely. In other words, direct conscious atten-.
tion'to low-level stimulus analysis may reduce the
amount of automatic analysis and also reduce the
amount of conscious attention that can be oiven to
larger units like the speech event underlying the
writing.

ola

What is the evidence that attention to the
speech event underlying a pieceof wei.ting can
facilitate learning to write in the early stages?.
Applebee (19P1), as noted earlier, has called
attention ito the prihciple of scaffolding in'
language A.0-ning: the learner uses a skill which
the learner his already developed to learn a new
skill. Ong skill which all young writers have
learned by the time' they are, in secondaryschools
or earlier is the skill of having a gonyeEsatign
with' someone. Thus, if the poor writers put a
CQUIYCLIdtlintal situation in their focal awareness,
they can be learning the tricgding in their subsi-.
diary' awareness. Poor writers begin writinc with
a few cOlYttlaLigadl markers, certainly more than
ptesentatiimal markers: the foundation is already
present.

The:evidence suggests the possibility that
attention to writing as a SAIDYCEIAL1QU1 event
will improve the students/ use of encoding struc-
'tures. in this present study, the sudents who
show the" most dramatic decline in el:moiling trot-
lems, those who are in group two, also shcw a
dramatic increase in conyei5a1iona1 structures.
The studies of Dore, Bruner, and beneviste also
argue for attention to conversational interac-
tions.

Dore (1979) has suggeSted that the ccnversa-
tional act can be used to describe a class of corm-

, municative behaviors which appear before the onset
of word production. These joint action fcrmats
(Bruner 1979, pp. 87-88) cr protoconversational
acts (Dore, 1979, p. 342) include such joint
actions as peekaboo games and gesture imitation
between mother and child. Beneviste (1971, pp.
218) has argued that an I-you concept is a tasic
foundation for discourse, and Lyon (1974) hi-s
argued that reference for many words suctipas
thexe, Osaw, and Int.( are dependent on ,the
development of an T-you concept. In summary, sone

- kind of interaction context or I-you concept is

projected by low performance writers Fn their
writing, and this interaction is an essential part
of the firt stages of language learn
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The approach suggestedhere for poor writers,
then, is one in whichsthe task begins with a sin-
gle emphasis on some functional interaction in a
eLQUYtEletiQ0d1 speech event. If the school must
[also give some attention to spelling and ctl-er
epegdigg matters, then thos, matters can come
later, after the student writer has finished writ-
ing the first draft. The pritmary aim of instruc-
tion for poor writers will be the development of
Micacy. Fluency refers to the solution of the
basic problem in the tognitiKe task, tie absence
or near-absence of automaticity in writing.
Elucncx appears to be best taught through the
instructional principle of indirection: assign a
functional nail if one Wants to teach how to grip
a hammer.

The students at the middle levels of writing ,

competency in schools have solved many problems of
emding. However, thg students at this level
have more punctuation problems of a certain type
(apostcophe, comma in a series, comma for intro-
ductory and independent clauSes) than do the stu-
dents at the lowest levels of competency. This .

increase in pliiictuation,problems of a certain type
4isuggests, of course, that these middle students
are experimenting` with larger units of text. In
any case, mastery of spelling and other mechanical
matters will not ensure that .a student will attain
the school's definition of minimum competency in
writing.

One test of the relationship between writing
and mechanics is how well the,scores of the same
students on different language tests correlEte
with the students'' writing .score. Scores from b76
students on a vocakylary !post (Conprehensive Test
of Basic Skills), a reading cortprehension test
(Comprehensive Testof easic Si(ills), a lancuage
expression test (Comprehensive Test of Basic
&kills), a,district spelling test, a writins test,'
and a district test of mechanics werelicorrelated.
The writing test providedean essay score (favorite
person) and a score cn a letter (request fcr
emploment), both scores coming from the prcfi-
ciency test in the spring of 1080. The scores on
the favorite person assay were then correlate
with all of the other tests:
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Correlation With trir I

Essay, Score in theeDistrictl
U.12.1t/

Mechanict-,.. .35
Spelling .38
Language Expressipn .41
Vocabulary P.44
Reading Comprehension
Writing a Letter

I.

..55

, .66

The correlations seem to suggest t6at passing a
mechanics test may have less to do with learni,ng
to write than.actpally writing something or doin0
other language activities.

Another part of the issue is the claim that
learning mechanics may be a way to teach a certain/ 0,

kind of student how to write. The kind of student
usually suggested is one who likes, math. In a
198.0 sample of 2052 students whd had passed the
math test in the district proficiency exam, 1,653
students passed the mechanics test. Of these stu-
dents who passed both math and mechanict, only
(.9.7 percent also passed- Tile --tavorrte 7f)er son essay
exam. In this same group only 52.69 percent
passed the employment letter assignor nt.

The students who attain minimum competericy in
school writing are those who show a pbstantial
increase in both conytEaltignal and ustnilignal
speech markers, the increases shown in the two
middle'groups, from group 2 and group 3. The
shift from the middle level of competency to the
high level requires an increase in the use of
gult9 /glign41 strucAures. Sometimes in school
situations the middle writer seems to be caught
between two competing sets of rules. The writli
at the lowest level has no attentional capacrry
left over for such large unit concerns as sreech
events. Put the middle level writer does have
such attentional &opacity available and t.'h com-
peting rules may become a problem.

First there is the,rompetition between the
rule of expre.ssibility (express' yourself) an the
rule of clarity (be clear).. k The rule of expressi-
bility is followed ih the close 'distancing and
approAimate processing of LQOYC.C.SaIIVIal,s,truc-
turese-hut the rule of city is followed in the
definitive' processin2'of ktaceinicnol struc-
tures. PLn.colatiQn5 give clearer and more '

" )
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detailed outlines of the world, but REe2entptiola1
lack the personal pressLon which is possible in
conversations. Clarity, in fact, is in many
CaulltClatiQUal situations an unfriendly gesture
toward the conversational partner.

Sec,ond there is the rule of readability (make
it easy to read) and the rule of efficiency (omit'
needless words). The rule of readability is often
fol ldwed in csanYecsational structures --making
things easy to follow in a series ,of "and's," for

i

examp 'le -- but the rule IN efficiency almost never
is. The rule of of calls for embedded
,clauses, subordination, participle-modifiers 7all
techniques for removing needless-words and all
characteristic of luelgagtink. Sfmple coordina-
tion and very emphatic intensifiers, on the ether
hand, are techniques of readabilitey, are charac-
teri,stic of conciliations.

.

4: Third there is the role oftone-person*commun-
icabil.ity and the rule of unity. One pe.rson com-
municability is a series of injunctions like
write-it-the-way-you-say-it-to-a-friend and
think -o-- the-reader- as-someone-you-know. Unity
refers o matters like a Concluding generalization
and a itle. The former occurs in mincsatical5,
the 1 tter in piesentatignl. The formal corclu-
sipn nd title are, to some denree, anti-social.
The formal conclusion tends to shut off matters.
leav ng little for the cgnytugLIgngl partner to
do, and the title is an announcement that what
fol ows is not a personal message.

The implications for teaching are clear.
Fi st of all; if the student is being encouraged
ti emphasize presentational structures, then the
right set of rules must be emphasized. Second,
students-need to be made aware of the fact that
Writing rules vary in their importance frcm Sit6.97
Mon to situation. Finally, a writing program
should provide experiences with both conyeEsaticas
and QE zaentatIgna in functional situations, giving
the students experience with all types of cgnytE:
satifloal and lacleatatimal writing and the oppor-
tunity for Lattaina (free writing) and tijuill
(exposition) (see diagram, next page).

The writing assigned in classrooms and in
competency exams represents a mid-point in the
contrast between C.Qnnr241102 and .pitItnIAtign.
The social notes written in school and schc'cl
textbooks represent the. extremes.

-.89 1* 1 0 1
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In a pilot study of the presence of the
speech events in writing encountered in schools,
the social notes written in class and the school
textbooks.. showed the following contrast (Myers,
1981, 'see Appendix G) :

.

-......._

Feature I Social Notes, A Textbooks I

I icclutca4tional 1 I
Distancing I I I

Close 1

Far I

I
Processing I

Approximate 1

Lobsely Connected,
I

Definitive I

Emtedsled 1
Modeling I

.

Impermanent 1

Permanent 1

Conversations 1

Presentations I

.., . i

.123 I 0

.005 I .059

.b.

.046 I .054

I

.012 1 .072

1 1

.042
., 1

1 .0
.000 e- I .022
.211 1 .054
.017 - I .153

Ll..

The approach_ suggested for the middle writer here
assumes that the .rules. are best learned in a func-
ional situation. The simulations proposed ty

Moffett (1973) and others are useful--and, to some
degree, schools will always be)limited to some
simulationstut the effort to.establish wide -t.

variety of functional context for writing in
schools should be the primary aim of an instruc,
tional program. In any event, the primary rrotlem '
for the middle leve1 4fiter is to determine the
appropriate focus for a' given speeth event. Focus
refers to the basic problem of the sociolincuistic
task inherent in a writing as.signmentidentifying
the appropriate forT and frequency of distangIng
markers, dislamina. PrQctaainct.,anct mcdciling,
all signalling-a particular cguycL2aligng1 and
E.t5entdtiQua1, speech event.

The,prdblems of writers ir the to levels of
competency were examined in two pairs of writing
samples, each pair having scores 10 and 12 on the..
same topic. The evidence from these pairs, both
at the high level t suggests that the students who
reach the top scow add an emphasis on lincuistic
form which is missing from the papers at lower
levels. Linguistic form (or, gmmilvEy sianal)
refers to syntaxmoxing modifierS after the nouh,
for 'instance--and to text organizatidh--the

r
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pattern of generality and, example, for instance.
The potential diversity of these patterns needs

...9
additionil stpdy in a population ,of students

. beyond high sEhool. It appears'ttiat students in7.
the secondary schools can attain minimum com-

til

:b .

P petency in writing. as measured by school district
criteria, without much elaboration of C4P525ItQLY

kA markers.
eg,,.

.,-.,r

These three levels of competency, each with a
different kjnd of writing problem, show two tends

.

% in the developmental .data: (1)"5 layering effect
in which each structure is an 'addition rather than
a complete replacementmand (2) a sequence from the
early..grades to the later ones. The layering

n'effect show the followina-pattern at each co-
petency le el: -

Low Levelr.

EullAttelltioo EDQ2J1D9
Converstation
Presehtation,

-Middle level

Eull Attention CanYtEldLi520
Presentation
'Encoding

High Level

Full Attention EEntrildliQB/E6R4211I2EY
Conversation
Encoding

(See Diagram A the Next Page) /

The layers.at.the bottom under90 automatic activa-
tion and the layer in the middle receives some
attention ``now and then. Even though conytEla:
final dim'ensions are differlpt.from. and some-
times. the 9pposite of, Kesedtalloial dimensions,
hey still maintain an underlying presence in the

text. A lecture Or-article without some s2lanLId2
tiQUAli markers would be very unusual. Sometimes
these conveL5Ation1 devices are used to rsifral
projections of reali9( which are epproximktions
thiElk, 1 ttlitY0, even though the overall reality
which is projected is definitive. At other times,
conyerlationgl markers are uses' tc open whit evfn-

111
tually becomes a la.:SCUtaliOnarspeech eent. Such
an opening puts the reader-audience at each,
establisles a friendly relationship for what may
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be cgifficult moments ahead. Therefore, instruc-
tional programs which emphasize a shift froff oral
to.written forms and a shift from the infornality
of cOnnEZatICIas to the formality of urestotatiois
may Mot be adequately,represnting the layering
effect which is, in fact, occuring in the writing.

Second, the develpment trends. also show '"a
sequence: early grades showing th'e chakacteristics
of the low level, middle grades the middle ,level,
and the tipper grades the high level. Sometimes
the Schools translate these developmental trends
into programs for each grade leAl. The tvidence
in this present stuiii suggests that this riay be a
mistake. The ninthVrade sample in this present
.study has all of the problems which occur in the
various grade levels. In other words, a teacher
at the minth cra level cannot assume. that
inV problems were solved beCause umAing are low
at the ninth grid in,the grade-to-grade sequence.
A given ;ninth grade ass is ,l ikely to have some
students With enema= problems at least as seri-,
ows as those facelidy some fifth or sixth graders.
Therefore, the teacher of such a class faces in
one group all the problems of wiriting. The prob-
lems of different stuftnts have distinctive
characteristics, and writing instructi;en. maybe
more than other parts of the curriculumvmay,
require ire one-to-one conferIncing,and smEll
group mork with a teacher.

The four hypotheses investigated in this
study identifies four different sub-tasks embedded
in the writing task. Writing in schools is first
of All an institutional tasit. meeting the demands
of the public and educators; a cognitive task,
requiring fluency or automaticity for some matters
and'attention for others; a sociolinguistic task,
requiring a focus on the Oimensions of an
appropriate speech event; and a linguistic task,
requiring the forms at the text and sentence level
rori, autonomous wri.ttem prose. The institutional
task in this study, as noted eaTlier. was the fol-
lowing:

I. The institutional Task

Igazic

The minimum competency task selected by edu-
cators and the public was a personal essay
telling why something was a-favorite ard.a
letter applying for employment.
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Eath. task was given 50 minutes for compl

fl NIQIeLttst adnIaL42
1

The students knew that the' readers -were A

teachers and that. the writing .samples would
.be scored on a one to siX,scalei each.papior
Ould be read twice, the scale' would be ezta-
Bfished by comparing papers with one another,
and that the final score would be the two
scores added-together.

It is probable, of course, that if the institb-
(lona] _task had been different, the cognitive,
sociolinguistic, 'and linguistic demandi would have
changed, and the performa'nce of the students would
have been different. For instance, if a personal
letter or a social note written in class- were the
institutional task, _then it is likely- that...calit.E=
aatiatal structures would have dominOted tRe top
writing, not aitseatatignbl ,structures.. If the
task had been trYwrite a news bulletin on an
event, to tell a fable about an event, to wr.ile a
Monologue to oneself or to give eye witness tes
timony on some event, then the agnyttiatismill or
Qctlentatiatal structures used by' the student,`
might have shown some differences of emphasis.
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RANKINGS OF ANCHOR PAPERS BY NATIONAL SAMPLE

Score 1 2 3
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sr .9

for Paper
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1 .(21)

45.3

Score 1 2 '3 . 4

4

Score 1 3

Rankings for Paper 2 (31)

9.44 7

5 6 Score 3

46.2 26.4

4 5 " 6

Rankings for Papei 3 (51) Rankings for Paper5

- -100

- -75

--50

--25
0 a.9 44.3 32.1 120.81 1.9 .9 2.8. 2.8 , I 69.8

iScexe 1 2 3 4 5 6 Score 2 3 4 5 46

RIgkings for Paper 4 (61) Rankings for Paper 6 (41)
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A,

1980 Population of Ninth Graders
Submitting Essig (3,278) & Letter (.278)

1981 Population of Students
Submitting Essay ( ) & Letter (

1980 Essay Sample 1980 Letter Sample 1°81 r.ssay Sample 1981 Letter Sample
176) (4.221)(170 (14.7

I. Missing vpluus . Net 170 4 + Net 1/2 Net 169 Net 146
II. Males/Females M + 90; F + 80 Mo,+90; F + 80

i'j

M +82; F+ 75
Unkriown: 13

M + 7; F + 59
Unknown + 17

III. % Below Min.
. Comp.
As Population
B. Sample

64.10
43.10

IV. Topic Favorite Person Letter of
Employment

Favorite Place Letter of
Employment
9 + 11 +

10 + 12

V. Grades
A. Population All Ninth All Ninth

9 + 11

10 + 12 +

B. Sample All Ninth All Ninth 165 11

10 + 1 12 + 1

+10 11
10 + :0 12

+ 2

+ 5

VI. ScorsEssay-1
2 - 101

80
2

1

.

23 37

1 " 151 4 0 1

- 4 .6 783 26 16 32 6
' 461 14 Ime/ 11 2 1

6 - 845 28 22 34 35
7 - 437 27 1 11P

8 - 467 35 ' 24 1 31

9 ' 164 19 22 Q 2

10 - 125_ 28 29 34 29
11 + 55 1 0
12 + 17 5 11 26

Total 3,819 170 - 171 169 146

1978 Essays o( Students, 4 - 12

1978 Population + Samples + 182 Missigg Values

Scores Grade Ire + 2,690 Scores Grade Males hi* es +
- 22.
; ' 321

4 - 21.8
40

.....!ost '2.271: 2 + 10 4 + 5 Nke"No, Poqt No
0 5

5 - 202 Total 4,961 3 17 + 5 Grade 4 +
4 + 515c 6 - 245 gradv; Prc Ng, Post 4 19 9 5 __11,_

a 4.
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8726
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11,______13
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9 + 477 11 + 611 8 430 363 9 21 11 30 10 . 13_ 12

LO - Z84 12 + 688 9 40.9 .124
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10 18

11 + 16
12 17

Total + 1821
11 "
12 .

15 ___. 14
5 12......
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A. POPULATION NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS 1977 - 1978

I Grades 4-12

16

GRADE SCORE
TOTAL' :

,

2 3 4 5

1

4 7 8 9 10 11 12

FOURTH ,

Pre-Test No. 22 18 20 27 1163 8 0 2 . 110 x.4.22
,

Post-Tqst

Per. 20.0 16,4
,

18.2.24'5 11.8 7.3 0 1.8 - - -

.

No. 14 14 24 20 22 7 5 1 - - 107

Per. 13.0 13.0 22.2 18.5 20.4 6.5 4.6 0.9 -
.

-

/ TaDk 1,11 -

FIFTH

Pre-Test

No. 23 26 22 14 8 5 5 119 x.11.
Per. 19.3 21.8

,16

13.4 18.5 11.8 6.7 4:2 4.2 -

A

Post-Test

No. 14 10 17 17 11 10 3 - 1 - 83r X.4.60
Per. 16.9 12..0 20.5 20.5 13.3 12.0 3.6 1.2 - - - ---

,

,
.

'Tura zuz '
_

_ -I. .1 .

smin

Pre-Test
No. 13 15 17 21 11 12 10 4 1 0 1 105 X -5.06

-Per. 12.4 14=3

12

~16.2

29

/

.26.o

18

10.5

27

11.4

16

9.5

*3
3.8

9

1.0

0

0

1

1.0

11 140 X.5.37Post-Test No. 14

Per. 10.0 8.6 20.7 12.9 19.3 11.4 9.3 6.4 0.0 0.7 0.7

'Tam 245

SEVENTH

Pre-Teat
No. 39 42 46 46 17 10 3 3 1 284 X.6.04

per. , 13.7 11.3 16.2

,55

19.4

.32

16.2 11.3 6.0 3.5 1.1 1.1
(

0.4

Post Test
No. 1 14

4

34 50 49 53 37 23 10 0 0 0 270 X -5.04

Per. 5. 13.0 18.5 18.1 14.6 13.7 8.5 3.7 0 0 U

,/,* TOTAL 554

EIGHTH

Pre-Test
No 40 50 77 97 68 40 39 9 8 0 2 430 .X5.13
Per. 9.3 11.6 17.922.6 15.8 9.1...2.1 1.8 0 0.5

Post Test No. 22 37 75 79 63 45 18 18 4 2 0 363

Per. 6.1,10.2 20.721.8 17.4 12.4 5.0 5 0 1.1 0.641, X -,1.26

/93
-, r
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A. POPULATION NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS 1977 - 1978

Grades 9-12

17

GRADE SCORE
0

TOTAL
---J ,

2 3 4 S 6 7 $ 9 10

r

11 12

NINTH

Pre-Test
No. .

15 32 53 58 81 64 41 29 16 15 5 409 X.6.20

Per. 3.7 7.8 13.0 14.2 19.8,15.6 10.0 7.1 3%9 3.7 1.2

Post Test
No. 6 10 47 67 94 90 79 56 36 21 18 524 )0.7.06.

Per 1.1 1.9 9.0 12.8 17.9 17.2 15.1 10.7
'
'6.9 4.0 3.4

TOTAL-933.
_

TENTH

Pre-Test

No. ? 13 12 41 67 79 93 52 26 17 7 1.1477 X..6.86

Per. 2!6 2.5 8.6 14.016.619.514.7_10.9

_70

5.5 3.6 1.5

Post-Test
No. 0 1 1Z 13 25 40 45 50 .31 15 241 X -8.04

Per 0 0.4 5.0 5.4 10.4 16.6 18.7 20.7 12.9 6.2 3,7,

OTAL:/11.

.

% -\-1
- ... .

ELEVENTH

Pre-Test

No. 1 7 16 38 67 57 57 SS 27 21 10

..

356 X-7,, 44
.Per. 0.3 2.0 4.5 10.7 18.8 16.0 16.0 15.4 7.6 5.9 2.8

Post-Test
No. 1

.

2 5 9 26 23 34 54 39 37 25 255)(1.8.80

`Per. 0.3 0.3 2.0 3.5 10.2 94 13.3 21.8 15.3, 14.5 9.8

TOTAL -311

TNELAI

Pre-Test

..

No. 2 7 15 26 47 61 SO 67 47 SO 28 400 X..8.20

Per. 0.2 1.8 3.8 6.5 11.8 15.3 12.5 16.8 11.8 12.5 7.0

Post Test
No. 0 2 1 22 19 39 40 46 46 42 31 288 X8.80
Per. 0 0.8 0.3, 7.6 6.6 13.5 13.9 16.0 16.0 14.6, 10.7

-.
,...

TOTAL-688

TOTAL N 253 321 515 705 166 682 549 4770,4484 225 138 4,961
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ESSAYS AT VARIOUS LEVELS

......

APPENDIX

.

,

`"

1
',7-: I,::: `" . 5 , .

Total Words-Combined Cases
i 21 462 71..

Zt1

'
9
'''' ....,

tal

RDirectL.I., -
ca.

Total Words-Individ. Cases 873 2654 159 59 189 243 306 406 1157
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